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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION .$bi!b;|$,\$$
. . No

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD FR 49

Before Administrative Judge
Peter B. Bloch

)
In the Matter of ) Docket Nos. 70 00270-

) 30-02278-MLA
THE CURATORS OF )
THE ' UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI- ) . RE: TRUMP S Projeet'

)
-(Byproduct License- -) ,

No. 24 00513-32; - ) ASLBP No. 90 610-02 MLA '

Special Nuclear Materials )
License No. SNM-247) )
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'

AFFIDAVIT OF WALTER A. ME1T1R, JR.
RESPONDING TO PORTIONS OF INTERVENORS' REBUTTAL

1, Walter A. Meyer, Jr., being duly sworn, hereby state as follows.

1. _ l am the Reactor Manager for the University of Missouri
Research Reactor (MURR) a position I have held since March 1,1989. My
background, qualifications, and invcivement-in the MURR Fa'illity
Eniergency_ Plan.and'Its tmplementing emergency response procedures are
described in the Affidavit of Walter A. Meyer, Jr. Regarding Emergency
Planning (Oct. 29,1990) (Oct. 29 Meyer Affidavit).1/

l 2. I have reviewed _."Intervenors' Responses to Licensee's Written- i
iPresentation," Section 111, Con'.crns No. 2 and 4, pages 37-44 (Dec. 24.

_

-

1990) ("Intervenors' Rebuttal") or (" Int. Reb.") and Declaration of TRUMP-S
Panel 14 60-72 (Dec. 24,1990) (Int. Exh. 20) as well as the " Declaration of -

1/ This affidavit was filed with " Licensee's Submittal in Accordtnee with
|- ' Memorandum (Memorandum of Conference call of October 19.

1990)'" (Oct. 30,1990). ,
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-Donald W. Wallace" (Dec. 24,19901 ("Wa!! ace Declaration" which is Int. Exh.
21).

3. Intervenors argue that the Columbia Fire Department (CFD) will j
not fight a fire invohing radioactive materials in the Alpha Laboratory or'

MURR Facility. They further allege that the MURR Facility Emergency Plan
(" Emergency Plan") (and its implemenung procedures), the CFD fire
fighting equipment, and design of the Alpha Laboratory are inadequate from i

a fire safety standpoint.

4. As -is shcwn in this Affidavit, 'he nrSP-dons of the Intervenors
are incorrect and based on a selective application of several recommended
fire _ protecuan practices that they claim are applica ele. Furthermore,
-Intervenors ignore the Ibe protccuan praedces th: t the Licensee has
implemented. In nrder to respond to the unfounoed claims and
misstatements in _the Intervennts' Rebuttal and Mr. Wallace's Declaration,
this Affldavit will include discussions of the following:

1) The MURR FGellity Emergency Plan, which applies to all
activities within the MURR Facility including the Alpha
' Laboratory;

2) Facility Emergency Procedures FEP 3 "Firc Procedures"
(March _22,1990) and FEP 3(a) " Control Room Response
to Alpha Laboratory Fire" (July 11,1990) which would
guide the Facility Emergency Organization's (FEO)
response to a fire in the Alpha Laboratory;

3)- The response of the CFD to a Ore nt the MURR Facility,
including the Alpha Laboratory, that may involve
radiocctive materials:

,

4) The fire loading in the Alpha Laboratory and the general
basement area (outside the Alpha Laboratory) and the
severity of a postulated fire in these areas:

5) The features of the design and placement of the Alpha
-Laboratory in the MURR are consistent with NFPA
guidelines;

6) The adequacy of the CFD equipment to protect firt
fighters from radioactive hazards associated with the*

TRUMP-S experiments; and

7) Other activities which also serve to protect against a fire ti!
the Alpha Laboratory. .

. ,

.
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IHElfyRR Facility Emqrgency Plan
_

5. There is no regulatory requirement that Licensee develop an ]
cmergency plan in order to utilize the uranium, plutonium, neptunium and
americium allowed by the amendments to its materials licenses. Ilowever,
since the TRUMP-S experiments are being performed in the Alpha
Laboratory located in the basement of the MUIU1 Facility, this research
project benefits from coverage by the MURR Facility Emergency Plan
(" Emergency Plan"), which is applicable to those experiments. Oct. 29
Meyer Affidavit,1 12.

O. The Emergency Plan was described in detall in il 12-17 of the
Oct. 29 Meyer Affidavit. This plan satisfies the emergency planning '

,

fcquirement for a research reactor in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E and is in
accordance with Reg. Guide. 2.6 " Emergency Planning for Research and Test
-Reactors" Rev.1 (Mar.1983) and ANSI standard ANSl/ANS 15.16-1982
" Emergency Planning for Resenrch Reactors." See Letter to Robert M. .

Brugger (UOM) from Cecil O. Thomas (NRC) (July 12. 1984), it has been !

reviewed and approved by the NRC on five separate occasions. Oct. 29
Meyer Afffdavit. 713. ,

1

7, Mr. Wallace's claims that the Emergency Plan " addresses no ;

specific potential emergencies" and is "nothing more than an organizational
chart and emergency classification table" are without merit. Wallace
Declaration, 411. Nf1C guidance provides that emergency plans "should be
an expression of the overall concept of operation that describes how the
elements of advance planning have been considered and that provisions have
been made to cope with emergency situations." Reg. Guide 2.6, p. 2.6-1. ,

The Emergency Plan contains the elements of advanced planning necessary
for a broad range of emergency situations. See Oct. 29 Meyer Affidavit, '

,

,

i 91 12,33.

8. As is clear from restew of Section 3.0 " Classification of
Emergency Conditions" (MURR Facility Emergency Plan pp. 8-10) and Table
! " Emergency Classes" Qd. at 25-27), the Emergency Plan has considered a

j

i
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number of "cpeellte potential accidents" 2/ that would surpass the
radiological consider itiona of a fire in the Alpha Laboratory .nvolving the
TRUMP S materials. Furthermore, the Emergency Plan provides specific
corrective and protective actions, hased on emergency class, such as
containing the release of radioactive materials and intilating facility
evacuation. The unplementation procedures (SEPs and FEPs) provide
further guidance and more detailed " protective actions" for incidents within
ermh emergency cl*tss. The Emergency Plan provides the framework for
implementing Licenece's emergency planning, including a description of the
emergency organ :ons (including the offsite organizations to respond in
the event of an incident), postulated emergency situations and emergency
responses, emergency equipment, and provisions for validating emergency
preparedness (including training and partie pation in emergency drills by
the MUPR striff and the emergency support organizations such as the CFD).-

'

O. Mr. Wallace erroneously claims that the separation of the
implementing procedures into Site Emergency Procedures (SEPs) and
Facility Emergency Procedures (FEPs) is "poorly planned and unnecessar:ly
complicated." Wallace Declaration, 'I 19. As 1 indicated in my earlier
affidavit, the SEPs were ercated to guide communications and coordination
with offsite organizations if an emergency is determined to have offsite
consequences. The FEPs are ue,cd in conjunction with 'he SEPs and direct
the response to facility chiergencies that have primarily onsite
consequences, if a facility emergency is determined to have the potential
for offsite consequences, the appropriate SEP is utilized. Oct. 29 Meyer
Affidavit, 'I O. Further.nore, these procedures are implemented by the
Emergency Directot nrd provide guidance to the FEO. MURR Facility
Emergency Plan g 4.0. Therefore, they are implemented by senior heensed
reactor operators who have received training on these procedures and
participate in annual emergency drills. fin, SEP 9 " Training Procedure for
Emergency Preparedness" (Jan. I1,1989): Oct. 29, Meyer Affidavit, TI
10,30 38. Thus, the FEPs and SEPs are not poorly planned nor do they
seem complicated to those who are trained to use them.

10. Mr. Wallace also claims that "[tlhe ' Emergency Class' and ' Action
Levels' in the Emergency Plan are inadequate for effective Fire Department
_ __.

2/ These range from release of a "concentraNn of airborne radioactive
material at the stack monitor exceeding 3800 MPC when averaged
over 24 hours" and a "lpirolonged fire or explosion within the facilliy
that can result in a release of radioactivity that would cause exposures
of the public or staff approaching 1 rem whole body or 5 rem thyroid"
(Emergency Plan pp. 9, 25) to " plant conditions . . with a level of
significance of major fuel damage and conditions that indicate actual
or inuninent fatlure of containment integrity and primary system
ategrity." (M. at 10, 27). These exceed the types of accidents that
unght occur at the Alpha Laboratory.

- _ - _ - _ - - _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _
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response." st/ Wallace Declaration, 'l 10. The " Emergency Classifications"
and " Action Irvels" for the Emergency Plan are consistent with those
provided in ANSI /ANS Standard 15 lG 1982, " Emergency Planning for
Research Reactors" g 3A . Mr also Reg. Guide 2.0, p. 2.01 (which
indicates that the .NSl/ANS standard is " generally accept, ble f the NRC
Staff as a means for complying with the requirement *. of 10 CrR H 50.54 and
in Appendix E . . . to 10 CFR Part 50").

11. The American National Standards Institute /American NuC..ar
Society (ANSI /ANS) Standard defines three emergency classifications 4/
" Notification of Unusual Events," " Alert," and " Site Area Emergency"
ANSI /ANS 15.161982 at g 3A.1-3A.3. The Licensee's Emergency Plan
adopts the ANSI classifications and definitions, &n MURR Facility g

_

D/ In regmd to an emergency plan for the research reactor, the
Commissir .xpl.'citly stated that "[elmergency procedures that
implement the emergency plan need not be incorporated into the
phm but should be listed by title in an annex to the emergency plan."
Reg, Guide 2.0, p. 2 G 2. When additional emergency planning
requirements were imposed on echain fuel cycle and materials
licensees, the NRC provided similar guidance, stating that an applicant
should "descrjhtntocedures. but the procedures are not to be
Euhmlticd for NI[C_ngnroynl" since changes to procedures were
anticipated which would result in frequent and time constuning
license mnendments. Src NUREG 0762, " Standard Format and
Content for Radiological Contingency Plans for Fuel Cycle and Material
Facilities", p. 2, Rev.1 (Nov.1987) (emphasis added); Draft Reg. Guide
DG4308, at 2. Thus, the NRC has frequently acknowledged that an
emergency pinn shouhl not, as a practical matter, contain the detailed
procedures the Mr Wallace implies are required,

d/ An additional emergency classification (" General Emergency") --
where offsite protective actions could be necessary - was proposed for
some licensees. See ANSl/ANS Standard 15.10-1982, 9 3A A.
llowever the standard provides that "[elach emergency plan shall
include. only those standard classes appiopriate for dealing with
accident consequences determined to ac credible for the speelfic
facility." Ld. at M 3A. It also recognized that "Itlhis (the fourth) class of
accident is not credible for most research reactors" and "therefore,
most research reactors would not include this class as part of their
emergency plans " ld, at @ 3A A. The 1.icensee determined that "there
are no credible accidents identified for the MURR Facility that would
result in radiological effluents exceeding PAG at EPZ houndary or
exceeding the Notification of Unusual Events action levels in Table I as
the site boundary " (MURR Facility Emergency Plan, g 3.0) and
concluded that the General Emergency classification was not
necessary. The NRC concurred with this conclusion.

- _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Emergency Plan s 3.0. pp. 810. Similarly, the " action levels" (i.e. the
conditions which define a particular radiological incident and establish the j
threshold for an emergency classification and the appropriate initial
emergency response measures) in the MURR Facility Emergency Plan are
consistent with those provided in the ANSI standard. &n ANSI /ANS |

Standard 15.16-1982, Table I: MURR Facility Emergency Plan. Table 1, pp.
25-27.

12. This methodology for classifying potential accidents (so that the .

appropriate responses may be determined) was not intended M provide
'direction to the CFD for fighting fires. As is demonstrated in ll' Oct. 29,

1990 Meyer Affidavit (1137-40, 50-53), the protective equipr, nt,
experience, training (including emergency preparedness drills and facility
tours) for the CFD, and the assistance of knowledgeable MURR staff (by
providing detailed information on the location of any radiological or
chemical hazard and monitoring for any radiation or airborne radioactivity)
determines what response should be taken by the CFD to a fire in the MURR
Facility.

13. Mr. Wallace argues that the CFD should have " responsibility for
both fire and emergency. medical incidents whether those incidents involve ,

radioactive materials or not." Wallace Declaration,1 19. His related

suggestion is that the " Fire Department should be called on EVERY fire and
most emergency medical incidents beyond simple first aid needs." id. '

14, The fire procedures (FEP-3, step 2 and FEP 3(a), step 1) 5/
require the Shift SuperWsor or the Senior Operator in the Control Room to -

contact the CFD in the event of any fire. To the extent that Mr. Wallace
expresses concern about emergency medical incidents not invohing
radioactive materials, those concerns are beyond the scope of this
proceeding. Nevertheless, the Licensee has a specific procedure (FEP 4,
" Medical Emergency Procedure" (July 3,1985)) for responding to injuries at .

'the MURR Facility. Since the Licensee has son;c onsite first aid capabilities
to treat minor injuries and the University of Missouri Hospital and Clinics

every medical emcrgency.y 1 mile away, it is unnecessary to call the CFD for
(UMI-l&C) is approximatel

The CFD will be called when appropriate for
medical emergencies. The MURR Facility Emergency Plan (S 2.3)
contemplates that the CFD will provide support in.the case of " life
threatening injuries." Consequently, emergency medical "needs" have been
.

5/ Contrary to the implications of Mr. Wallace's Declaration (1 10), FEP-
3(a) does direct the Shift Supervisor to contact the CFD in the event of
a fire in the Alpha 1,aboratory. Er FEP-3(a) step 1: Etc alsn SEP-2
Table 11, SEP-3 Table lil, and SEP 4 Table IV (which state the CFD
shall be notified in the event of a fire or the need for emergency

y rescue ability). Thus, FEP-3 is Un( the only procedure with
instructions for contacting the CFD.'

|

f
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I
properly considered hv the MURR Facility Emergency Plan and it is not "a I
plan for disaster." Wallace Declaration.1 19.

15. Mr. Wallace claims that the MURR Facility Emergenc/ Plan at..! |

fire protection procedures (FEP 3 and FEP 3(a)) do not provide "necessary i
prefire planning" for handling fires involving radioactivity. Wallace I
Declaration, il 11,13. I explained in my earlier affidavit why a prescriptive j
procedure directing the CFD on how to flght a fire would unt be helpful. As I
stated there:

"The key to appropriately Aghting a fire involving radioactive
materials is to have present (1) capable fire fighting personnel,
(2) facility personnel who are knowledgeable of the existing
Facility and of radioactive and chemical contents of the fire
location, (3) appropriate protective breathing apparatus and fire
gear, and (4) suitable fire fighting equipment and resources,
including the MURR Facility's (Doodable) dry fire mains. When
all of these are provided for, as they are under the MURR Facility
Emergency Plan, the CFD incident Commander, with the advice
of the MURR Emergency Director can then make the
appropriate decision as to how to fight that particular fire,
taking into account the actual circumstances involved, rather
than the specifics that would have to be written in any
prescriptive procedure. It is the type of decision that fire
lighters traditionally have to make in situations involving any
hazardous substances; and the fire fighters will be better
equipped to make such decisions at MURR than at many other
locations because of the knowledge and assistance they will
obtain from the MURR staff." Oct. 29 Meyer Affidavit,153.

Facilitylmergeng.ylmerittres FEP 3 alul FEP 3(aj

16. My previous affidavil describes how the MURR Facility
Emergency Plan and its implementing procedures, such as FEP 3 and FEP-
3(a), would be applied to a fire in the Alpha Laboratory. Oct. 29 Meyer
Affidavit, il 44-60. This description will not be repeated here. However,
Mr. Wallace's allegations about the adequacy of these procedures are in
error. I will discuss some of these errors as follows.

:

17. Mr. Wallace claims that " precious moments will be lost while
they (the first persons who discover a fire! go through channels. . . . ";

'

Wallace Declaration,1 14. His concern is mistaken. FEP-3 (step 1)
requires "Any indwidual discovering a fire shall notify reactor control (#13)

_ _ __
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; of fire, giving nature and location of fire." fl/ The Shift Supervisor (or Senior
Operator in the Control Room) then notifies the Columbia Fire Department.
FEP-3, step 2: FEP 3(a), step 1. Thus, the CFD would be promptly notified
of any fire in the Alpha Laboratory.

18. The lleensed operators who contact the CFD are knowledgeable
of the facillt'v and the Emergency Plan and thus can provide the CFD with
accurate in!ormation regarding the location of the fire and any radiological
or chemical hazards, as well as any need for medical assistance. By following
these procedures, the MURR Facility Emergency Plan is initiated; the full
resources of the MURR staff, the Facility Emergency Organization (FEO), and
any necessary Emergency Support Organizations are brought to bear on the
fire; and appropriate protective actions are taken to minimize the effect of,

the postulated fire, including facility evacuation. Mr. Wallace falls to
recognize that by notifying the Control Room the FEO is mobiltzed to deal
with a fire emergency.

1A Mr. Wallace also claims that FEP-3, items 8 and 9 "are not '

specific as to the potential for fires which involve rauloactive materials."
'

Wallace Declaration,1 15. Mr. Wallace completely misunderstands this
procedure. Like FEP-3(a), FEP-3 assumes that any fire in the MURR Facility4

may involve radioactive materials. FEP 3 directs the Emergency Director to
" investigate the fire and determine steps to minimize hazard to both
personnel and property," whleh includes an assessment of offsite
radiological consequences - M FEP-3, step 3. If determined to be,

appropriale, the ventilation is secured to reduce the emission of smoke
(minimizing the release of radioactive materials) and to smother the fire.
FEP 3, step 7, if the fire is in the laboratory and cannot immediately be
brought under control, the facility is evacuated, minimizing the health
hazard to MURR Staff from fire, smoke, and airborne radioactivity, FEP 3,
step 8. The Emergency Director or his delegate meets the CFD personnel

- when they arrive outside the facility to provide information about fire
location, and any speelfic chemical or radiological hazards and to assist in

; fire fighting efforts. M FEP-3, step 9 and subsequent note.

0/ The FEPs guide the personnel in the Facility Emergency Organization
~

(FEO) who understand and utilize these procedures. However, there
are over 200 people who work or do research at the MURR Facility.
Many of these are not members of the FEO and have varying levels of
knowledge of the facility, As part of the annual facility. indoctrination
and at the annual training seminar for non FEO personnel, these
members are instructed to call the Control Room in the event of an
emergency. This process allows the Control Room, assisted by the
FEO, to ensure that appropriate responses are taken for any
emergencies that might occur at the MURR Facility, including fires.

I
._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .-
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20. Contrary to Mr. Wallace's complaint 1,1censee has nnt taken the
position that "lnlo preplanning is necessary . . . lor that] fighting a fire
involving radioactive materials is . . . no different than what local fire
departments do routinely anyway." Wallace Declaration, 'I 27. Quite the
contrary,1,1censee has completed substantial preplanning to ensure an
appropriate response to any fire at the MURR Facility involving radioactive
materials.

21. As detailed in my earlier affidavit the CFD has participated in ;

emergency action drills on how to fight a fire involving radioactive material.
The MURR also sponsors emergency preparedness t. raining for the CFD.
Furthermore, the fire fighters in the two stations likely to respond to a fire
at the MURR have toured the facility to familiarize themselves whh the
facility layout and the location of radioactive and hazardous materials. Oct.
29 Meyer Affidavit, il 3G 30.

22. When the CFD arrives at the facility they are met by either the
Emergency Director with layout drawings which provide the location of the
fire and any chemical or radioactive hazards. M.,140. Furthermore, the -

fire fighters are escorted by MURR staff personnel to determine the
radiological risk as the fire area is approached. M.,150.

,
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23. Mr. Wallace has mischaracterized the Licensee's position. 2/ The
Licensee has always believed that preplanning for fires involving radioactive

1

matermis is necessary. That is exactly what has been accomplished through
the existing fire protection procedures (FEP 3 and FEP 3(a)) and the
existing preparation (including training, drills, and coordination) with the
CFD. which are adequate to deal with fires anywhere in the MURR Facilliy
involving radioactive materials, includ!ng the Alpha 1.aboratory.

24. The last of Mr. Wallace's allegations regarding the fire
procedures is that the elements "which describe technicians with radiation
monitoring devices accompanying fire fighters in their approach to the seat
of the fire 1 resume that no radiation or extremely low levels of radiation will
be detectet ." Mr. Wallace also concludes that "no fire fighting will take
place if the MPC | Maximum Pennissible Concentrationi is detected" and that

_

2/ Mr. Wallace's quotation from the NFPA Ilandbook is also taken out of
context. Wallace Declaration. 'I 27. The paragraph states in full:

"In plants involvi..g a nuclear reactor, radiation machines, and in
other facilities handling radioactive materials, the problems
affecting de'isions on how best to deal with a fire or other
emergency are not those types of problems that can be solved by
simply calling the public fire department. As many decisions as
possible must be made with respect to the types of fire or
emergency to be expected - and these decisions must be made
well in advance. The particular fire fighting and personnel safety
measures to be taken may involve shutting down or isolating
parts of the plant or individual equipment items. The areas
where special procedures are necessary must be identified and
the procedures for these special areas thoroughly understood by
all plant / facility pe. onnel."

NFPA. Fire Protection Handbook, p.10-125 (16th Ed 1986) ("NFPA
Ilandbook") (Attachment B).

The !.icensee maintains procedures for dealing with fires and other
emergencies at the facility - Facility Emergency Procedures in

_ particular. FEP 3. FEP 3[a): Site Emergency procedures (SEPs); the
TAM Emergency Procedures and the SOPS. These procedures and

; the MURR Facility Emergency Plan include provisions for shutting
L down the reactor and isolating the Alpha Laboratory. Furthermore.
| MURR personnel are thoroughly familiar with these procedures. This

paragraph and the remainder of this section of the NFPA handbook
L .(Ett pp.10-125 to 10126, " Plan for handling fires," Attachment B)
i describes protective-actions which are of the type that have already
I been adopted at the MURR Facility.

1
I
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"down wind evacuation would be the incident conunander's goal if any
airborne radianctivity were present." Wallace Declaration,1 17.

25. As is demonstrated in il 30-32 below, the October 24.1990
Aflidavit of Mr. Erman L. Call, c/ the Affidavit of the CFD Fire Chief (Lic. Exh.
22), and all other objective evidence, the CFD will fight a fire involving
radioactive materials.

26. Mr. Wallace's claim that no fire fighting will take place if the
MPC is detected is also in error and demonstrates Mr. Wallace's lack of
knowledge about radioactive materials. The NFPA Fire Protection Handbook
(page 10-124, Attachment B) states:

" Maximum Permissible Concentrations (MPC) of various
radioisotopes in air and water are commonly stated as limits
intended to apply to persons who are continuously exposed to
the concentrations named. Consequently, the concentrations
are far below the exposures which could be tolerated for
infrequent exposure, as would most often be the case with fire
fighters or emergency workers."

Thus, encountering the MPC of radioisotopes in a particular area would not
prevent the CFD from fighting a flrc.

27. In fact, the NFPA recommends that fire fighters would be
allowed to receive a one time whole body dose of no more than 100 rem in
life threatening situations and 25 rem to protect the facility, eliminate the
escape of effluents, or control fires. See NFPA Handbook at 10-125
(Attachment B): NFPA Practice 8016 2.3.2(f) (1986) (src Attachment 2 to
Int. Exh. 21): NFPA Practice 802 @ 2.2.6 (1988) (Attachment C). The MURR
Facility Emergency Plan (@ 5.0.1, p.12) utilizes the same approach as the
NFPA recommendations with respect to exposures of emergency personnel,

28. When CFD personnel arrive at the MURR Facility, they will be
met by the Emergency Director or one of the licensed Control Room
operators who would be in touch with the Emergency Director. The contact
person will provide the CFD incident Commander with the specific locations
of the fire, any chemical or radioactive hazards, and any known injuries or
unaccountable persons. Oct. 29 Meyer Affidavit,4 49. The CFD incident
Commander, with advice from the MURR Emergency Director, would
decide whether to dispatch fire fighters to the location of the fire. The fire
fighters would be escorted by MURR personnel, who would determine the
radiological risk as the fire area is approached. Oct. 29 Meyer Affidavit.1

,

8/ This Affidavit was filed as an attachment to "Licensce's Submittal in
Accordance with " Memorandum (Memorandum of Conference Call of
October 10.1990)" (Oct. 30.1990).

L
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50. The Emergency Director will stay in contact with the CH, :cident
Commtmder (and the fire fighters) and provides the CFD guidance on the
acceptability of any radiological hazards.

20. Mr. Wallace's claim that CFD activity would be limited to down
wind evacuations if "any rad;oactivity were present" is plainly false. The
Emergency Director would determine whether a particular laboratory or the
entire MURR faellity should be evacuated. For example, FEp-l and FEP-2
recommend evacuation of non FEO personnel when airborne radioactivity
exceeds 5 MPC to minimize exposure.

Dgl t.ing_RJMrc InvolvingJt.Adl.QRC.tive Malcr{nhi

30. Mr. Wallace's claim that "no fire offleer would luiowingly lead or
send his crew into a fire where radioactive materials were burning or being
directly exposed to fire conditions" is contrary to standard fire fighting
practices and all the objective evidence presented. Wallace Declaration,1
15,

31. Battalion Chief Call stated that the CFD would fight a fire
involving radioactive materials at the MURR Facility, including the Alpha
Laboratory. Ett Af0 davit of Erman L. Call. Exhibit A (Oct. 24, 1900).
Additionally, this has been confirmed by the Affidavit of the CFD Fire Chief.
Ett Lic. Exh. 22,

32. Morover, the NFPA practices, u ]on which Mr. Wallace relles
throughout his Affidavit, Indicate that fire c epartments will Aght a fire
involving radionettve materials. NFPA Practice 801, " Facilities Handling
Radioactive Materials" 9 2.3.1.1,(1986): NFPA Practice 802, "Nnclear
Research Reactors" 6 2.2.0 (1988) (Attachment C); NFPA Handbook, p.10-
125 (IGth Ed.,1986) (Attachment B). E/ This practice was con 0rmec| by Mr.
Purington, the expert on fire protection and fire fighting who was retained
by the Licensee. Een Lic. Exh.1014, pp. 5-9.

Postulated Fires in the
A!PllRlah9n11RD'.fttlletal Bas.cment Alpa

33. Attachment A to this Af0 davit is a calculation developed by the
MURR Staff which contains a detailed Orc loading analysis for the Ahha
Laboratory and the general basement to the MURR Facility. This ca culation
was performed in accordance with the guidance and direction of Mr.
Purington. A fire loading is the measure of the maximum heat that would be
released if all the combustibles in a gwen area were burned. It is expressed

D/ Mr. Wallace's reference to page F 9 actually refers to NFPA llandbook
p.10-125, (Attaclunent B).

__ _._ __ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . - __ _ ____ __ ,
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in equivalent weight of combustibles (lb/ft2) or in 13TU/ft2.10/ This analysis
was conducted in accordance with the techniques provided in the NFPA
llandbook Section 7/ Chapter 9 (IGth ed.,1980) (Attachment B). In
accordance with Mr. Purington's instructions fire loadings were calculated
separately for the Alpha Laboratory and then for the remainder of the MUltl<
basement. Ett 1,le. Exh.19, 'I G, p.13. The results are as follows:

Table 1

Combustible
.brea. Content

Alpha latboratory 500 ft2 1.30 lb/ft2 or 11,131 BTU /ft2

MUlut Basement 3424 ft2 0.50 lb/ft2 or 3,977 BTU /ft2

(derated) see 135

As indicated in the NFPA Fire Protection llandbook (p. 7-113, Attachment
B) and contrary to Mr. Wallace's claims of " substantial" (127, p. 8) and
" considerable" (p. 9, Conclusions) fire load, these are considered extremely
low fire loads.11/

34. The analysis of the fire loading considered the contents of the
Al ha 121boratory and the MUlUt basement area. See Affidavit of Chester B.?
Etwards Jr, llegarding the Adequacy of the Alpha Laboratory Equipment.
Fire Related Features in the Alpha Laboratory, and the Storage and Transfer
of Actinides and Archived Materials, il 20-22, 34-38 (Nov.13,1990) (Lic.
Exh. 4): Alfidavit of Dr. Leon C. Krueger Regarding the Potential for a Fire
From Actinides Being Performed in the Alpha Laboratory, 11 11-20 (Nov.

1_0/ The fire load is commonly expressed as the equivalent weight of the
combustibles divided by the fire area in square feet (Ib/ft2). The
equivalent combustible weight is defined as the weight of " ordinary
combustibles" (having a heat of combustion of 8000 Btu /lb.) that would
release the same amount of heat in a particular space as the existing
conibustibles. This " equivalent combustible weight" allows for
comparison between products with varying heats of combustion (i.e.,
that would release different amounts of energy in a fire, i.e., wood,
paper products, plastics and 011). The fire loading may also be
expressed as the average amount of energy released over the fire area
(BTU / ft2). NFPA Fire Protection liandbook, p. 7-111 (Attachment B).

.LL/ "The fire load of an occupancy is described as low if it does not exceed
an average of 100.000 Btu per sq. ft. of net floor area of any
compartment . . . " NFPA llandbook, p. 7-113 (Attachment B).

I
|
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13,1990) (Lic. Exh. 5), in accordance with Mr. purington's instructions the
Licensee did not include the wooden structural members protected by the
type X (fire rated) gypsum wallboard or the plywood roofing above the Alpha
Laboratory which is protected by fire retardant paint. See Lic. Exh.19.1 G.
p.13,

35. The vast majority of combustibles in the MURR basement are
contained in metal cabinets or containers (e.g., the combustible low level
radioactive waste are stored in metal barrels). Een Lic. Exh. 4138. Since
such materials will not burn completely and do not contribute fully to the
fire loading (and in accordance with Mr. Purington's directions), these
materials were considered to be "derated." fitn Lic. Exh.19,16, p.14:
NFpA llandbook Section 7/ Chapter 9, p. 7111 (Attachment D). Tac
derated fire load is determined by the sum of the equivalent weight of free
combustibles plus the product of the derating factor (K) times the equivalent
weight of the enclosed combustibles, kl at p'. El13. The derating factor;

for fully enclosed conj nstibles such as l' in the basement area are
0.1 hl. Thus, the derated fire loading r- .a casement area is 0.50
lb/ft2 or 3,977 BTU /ft2.12/ Sec Attat.n at A.-

.12/ Mr. Wallace argues that the MURR basement houses "numer9us" and
" substantial" fire loadings, including: 1) flanunable hydraulic oil,2),

barrels of combustible radioactive wastes, and 3) a natural gas line.
Wallace Declaration 127. As is indicated by Chester Edwards' Affidavit
(Lic Exh 4) the hydraulic oil in the basement is contained inside the
freight elevrtor (located primarily in the freight elevator's
self contained hydraulle oil reservoir (hl. at 135)) and two hydraulle ,

presses and their self contained hydraulic oil reservoirs (hl, at 137).
This oil is completely contained inside metal machinery. Similarly,
the low level radioactive wastes in the basement are compressed and
encased in r etal barrels hl, at 138.

'

. Finally, there is a low pressure natural gas distribution piping system
in the general basement area. This natural gas system is a one (1) inch
steel pipe located in the ceiling of the MURR basement with a safety
valve and an isolation shut-off valve at its entry point into the MURR

i - Duilding, kl. at 136. In the event of a fire at the MURR Facility, a
licensed control room operator can be dispatched to turn off the
natural gas distribution system within a matter of minutes. This safety
valve would automatically shut off natural gas flow in the event of a line

! ' break. Furthermore, the likelihood of rupturing this gas line is
| remote. Thus. the natural gas distribution system was not considered
' -in the fire loading analysis. Moreover, as demonstrated by Mr.

Purington (Lic. Exh.19,1 15, p. 24), in the event of a leak in the gas
lines the natural gas would accumulate at the ceiling (it is lighter than

- air) and be removed by the building ventilation system making the
explosion postulated by Mr. Wallace unlikely.

1
L.. - ,- ,. - , . ,v-. . -----...---.n,-,- - -
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36. The walls and ceiling of the Alpha Laboratory are covered by 5/8
gypsum wallboard fire rated type X. See Lic. Exh 4,120. This wallboard
has a 40 minute resistance rating (l.c., it would protect the studs and Joists
in the Alpha Leboratory for 40 minutes in a fully developed fire). NFPA Fire
Protection Engineering IIandbook (1990) Table 3 8.1, p. 3131 (1990)
("Engineerly llandbook", Attachment D). As indicated in Mr. Purington's
Affidavit (Lic. Exh.19,10, p.13), this wall board is adequate to protect the
wooden support members in the walls of the Alpha Laboratory from a fire of
the type which could reasonably be expected to occur in the laboratory er
the MURR basement.

37. Mr. Wallace argues (int. Exh. 21,122) that there will be a
"gror.nd level release" from the MURR basement driven by an alleged large

. ,

increase in pressure resulting from a fire in the MURR basement. The
Intervenors' Review Panel (int. Exh, 20, il 63 G7) reiterates the same
erroneous claims. In characterizing the movement of smoke out of the *

Alpha Laboratory in MURR building basement, Mr. Wallace and the Panel
ignore the " stack effect." Air in a building, particularly in the presence of
fire, is warmer and less dense than outside air. Thus, the buoyant air inside
of a building will rise to the top of the building through any vertical shaft
until it is expelled, This effect is known as the stack effect and is a
particularly significant factor for movdaent of smoke inside a tall building
such as the MURR Facility. .t2/

38. The facility exhaust ventilation ducting frorn the basement area
via the mechanical equipment room and/or the hot cell exhaust to the
MURR Facility exhaust stack represents the tallest vertical shaft available at
the MURR Facility.11/ Even if the facility exhaust fans are secured (,Eng FEP-
3 step 6: FEP-3(a) step 6), srooke and air will exhaust through the main
stack due to a passive draft in the ventilation system. Morris Affidavit

U}/ "In shorter buildings, the influences of the fire (such as heat..

convective movement and flre pressure) are the major factors which
cause smoke movement . . In tall buildings,- these factors are
modified by the stack effect." NFPA Fire Protection Handbook " Smoke -

Movement in Buildings", p. 7-128 (Attachment D).

).4 / There are several ways that smoke from the Alpha Laboratory could.

enter the Facility ventilation system. In addition to the glove box
exhaust and the room exhaust within the Alpha Laboratory, any smoke
which might escape the Alpha Laboratory to the basement area would
be drawn through the Faellity ventilation exhaust system from the hot
cell and/or the mechanical equipment room. See Affidavit of J. Steven
Morris Regarding Errors in Petititioners' Analyses,154 (June 14,
1990): Lic. Exh 4 il 28. 29, 30.

<
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Regarding Safety Analysis, (Lic. Exh 3) 150. M/ This " stack effect" will
draw smoke out of the basement through the Facility ventilation system and
exhaust stack. Any increase in the temperature of the basement will
inescase the stack effect and make the exhaust ventilation stack the major
path of any smoke release from the basement.

39. As I have previously explained (Oct. 29 Meyer Affidavit) in the
event of a fire the exhaust dampers for the Alpha Laboratory are not
autoumtically secured, but will be secured only if it is appropriate
considering all of the relevant circumstances. Ecc FEP 3(a) step 9. Even if
these dampers are secured (me Wallace Declaration,4 22), this will only
stop the ventilation from the Alpha Laboratory. The Facility ventilation
system would still draw smoke from the basement area via the mechanical
equipment room or the hot cell exhaust or both. Both of these pathways are
llEPA filtered prior to exiting the exhaust stack. Lic. Exh. 3154 note 35.
Furthermore, the pressure increase that Mr. Wallace claims to be created by
a basement fire (Wallace Declaration,122), would be extremely small and
would be limited to the room of fire origin (or the Alpha Laboratory in the
fire postulated by Mr. Wallace). Other factors like stack effect become
dominant in smoke movement through the remainder of the facility, and the
facility ventilation system. Therefore smoke exiting the Alpha Laboratory
would be released at the MUIUt Facility stack.

40. The NFPA Hre Protection Handbook in section 7/ Chapter 10
" Smoke Movement in Bmldings" (pp. 7-125, 7-126. Attachment D) describes
what happens to smoke once it leaves the hot smoke zone (the room of fire
origin or the Alpha Laboratory in Wallace's scenario), The " Cool Smoke Zone
(Rest of the Building): This includes those areas in the building where
mixing and other forms of heat transfer have reduced the effect of the
driving force of the fire to where buoyant lift in the smoke body is a minor
factor in these areas, movement of smoke is primarily controlled by other
forces such as wind and stack effect and the mechanical heaung, ventilation
and air conditioning ((?IVAC)) or other air movement systems." (emphasis
added) Thus, NFPA principles suport the Licensee's view that any smoke
exiting the Alpha Laboratory wou c be drawn through the Facility ventilatio'1
system exhaust and exit through the stack.

JJi/ "The major driving force causing smoke movement are stack effect,
buoyancy, expansion and the heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
(IIVAC) system. . ." p. 3143, Engineering Handbook (Attachment D).
"Although shutting down the HVAC system prevents it from supplying
air to the fire, this does not prevent smoke movement through the
supply and return air ducts, air shafts and other building openings due
to stack effect, buoyancy or wind." p. 3-144. Engineering Handbook
(Attachment D).

1
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41. Mr. Wallace also claims that the CFD will have to ventilate the
basement area to dissipate heat in order to get to the Alpha Laboratory and
fight a fire. Wallace Declaration, 'll 22-24. llowever, Mr. Wallace's
surf,estion for fighting a radioactive fire in the Alpha laboratoy is contrary
to the " cardinal rule" of fighting a flre involving radioactive inaterials --
" ventilation should be kept to an absolute minimum." Purington &
Patterson, "llandllrig IRadioactive Emergentic," pp. 101-102, (1977)
(Attachment E); IFSTA y 209, p.188 (Attachment F). Moreover, in view of
the low fire loading (and resulting low maximum temperature) and the
rapidity with which the CFD would arrive at the MURit, ventilation should
not be needed. Consequently, Mr. Wallace's claim is invalid.

NFPA Practices and the Alpha ImitoralerX

42. Intervenors Rebuttal and the Wallace Declaration refer to several
of the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) recoannended practices
in an attempt to demonstrate that the Alpha Laboratory and the Licensee's
procedures for responding to a fire are inadequate. See e.g. Int. Reb. at pp.
38,42; Wallace Declaration, l'I 21,27. There is no NRC regulation or other
NRC requirement that makes the NFPA practices applicable to the activities
performed under a material lleense. Furthermore, there are no local (state
or municipal) requirements that a Licensee comply with these practices.
These practices serve only as reconunendations not as mandatory
requirements. E!/ Nevertheless, as is demonstrated below, the activities
being conducted in the Alpha Laboratory have taken into account the
recommendations of the NFPA.

43. In regard to the fire safety of equipment used for handling and
processing radioactive materials, the NFPA ha> stated that:

10/ This fact has been recognized by the NFPA "Reconunended Fire
Protection Practices" in 8 801, which specifically states:

'' NOTE: The National Fire Protection Association does not
approve, inspect or certify any installations, procedures,
equipment, or materials nor does it approve or evaluate testing
laboratories, in determining the acceptability of installations or
procedures, equipment or materials, the ethority havinti
jurisdiction may base acceptance on eqmpilance with NFPA or
other apprenrjnte standards, in the absence of such standards,
said authority may require evidence of proper installation,
procedure or use." NFPA Practice 801, g 1-3 (1986) (emphasis
added). Since, the Licensee is an entity of the State of Missouri,

~

it is the " authority having jurisdiction" with respect to the
MURR facility.
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" Fire prevention may be improved by a combination of
techniques by reducing to a minimum the amount of combusuble
material, eliminating or safeguarding the sources of ignition m
by inerting the glove box with a gas such as argon, helium, or
nitrogen.' NFPA Practice 801 h 5 4.7 (1986). "An effective
fire protection progrmn for glove boxes is one that necessarily
involves a study of all parameters and the interactions which
enter into their construction and operation." hl. at N 5-4.7.1.

The TRUMP-S experiments are being performed in an inert atmosphere
(the Argon Glove 130x) and with small amounts of material (less than 1 gram)
Lic. Exh. 5 TI 11, IG; Lic. Exh 2, TI 18,19. The Alpha Laboratory and
MURR basement have very low amounts of combustible material and sources
of ignition are virtually absent. (Lic. Exh.19. Tl G 16, pp.14, 24)

44. Mr. Wallace implies that a basement should not be used because
it may create an " oven" in the event of a fire, with difficulties created in
reaching the fire Wallace Declaration, 'I 27. Although Licensee appreciates
that a basement may be more diffleult to reach than a building open on all
sides, this aspect is more than compensated by the other advantages or the
design of the Alpha Laboratory. The Alpha Laboratory utilizes the existing
ventilation and liquid effluent. systems for the MURR Facility. This includes
stack monitors for the continuous monitoring of airborne radioactive
effluents. Licensee facility has the capacity in its contaminated water
collection system (sumps and tanks) to hold in excess of 25,000 gallons.
This system would be utilized to collect contaminated run off from any fire
fighting activttles in the MURR basement. The stack monitor and a number
of the other monitors in the Alpha Laboratory (such as the smoke detectors)
alarm in the Control Room which is staffed on a 24 hour basis by licensed
Reactor Operators. Furthermore, there is an existing Emergency Plan for
dealing with radiological emergencies. The MURR facility also provides
security for the Licensee's laboratories and radioactive materials and health
physics support. Finally, the Alpha Laboratory is located in a emete part of
the facility, away from personnel cross traffic. Een NFPA Practice 801 g
3.2.1.1, When all these safety features are combined with the extremely low
fire loading of the MURR basement, it becomes c' car that the MURR
basement is an appropriate location for the Alpha Laboratory.

45. The Licensee had not provided sprinklers in the Alpha
Laboratory because of the low levels of combustibles and the tour every four
hours for fire surveillance provided by the licensed Reactor Operators. Mr.
Purington has reviewed the configuration of the Alpha Laboratory, and
concluded that while not mandatory to provide adequate fire protection (as a
result of the limited fire loading), sprinklers would provide enhanced fire
protection. Lic. Exh.19 (I 7, pp.18.19. In keeping with Licensee'c design
philosophy for the Alpha Laboratory of adding features beyond what is
necessary for adequate safety, a point recognized by Mr. Dan Osetek (Lic.

- - _ - _ _ _ _ _ __ . _ _ _ - _ - _. __. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Exh.1.1 19, p. 5). Licensee plans to install a sprinkler system for the Alpha
Laboratory within a few months. The Licensee has also agreed with the
recommendation of Mr. Purington to replace the window in the Alpha
Laboratory with a wire glass window within several months (Lic. Exh.19.
note 15).

46. Mr. Wallace questions whether the " dry (floodable) fire system"
is properly sized and equipped for the fire load in the (Alphal Labloratoryl
and the basement." Wallace Declaration.121.d. The dry fire mains can
provide an adequate supply of water to extinguish a fire in the Alpha
Ahoratory and basement. The dry fire main system can supply
approximately 1200 gallons per minute to the fire mains in the basement
area. Sec Oct. 29 Meyer Affidavit,131. Mr. Purington has concluded that
this supply of water is adequate. Stn Lic. Exh.19,1 12. pp. 22,23.

47. Inter. nors' Rebuttal (p. 42) indiscriminately alleges that
Licensee's facility or procedures conflict with a number of NFPA
recommended practices. To the extent that these practices are supported
by Mr. Wallace's Declaration they are ads' ssed in the body of this affidavit.
Sr.c il 44 47. The remainder of these alleged conDicts have Dn support
whatever. Furthermore, several of the provisions relied upon by Intervenors
have no relevance to the MURR Facility or the activities being performed
under the Licensee's material licenses k.c NFPA Practice 98.01,12.7.1.1
and 2.7.1.2 (relating to " Nuclear Reactor Fuel Element Manufacture") and
2.8.2 (relating to " Nuclear Fuel Reprocessing"). Consequently, the
Intervenors' alleged conDicts are without merit.

The Columbia Fire Department Equipmsnt

48. Mr. Wallace claims that the CFD has not been issued " protective
clothing or breathing apparatus which arotects them from radiatlon hazards
that can be expected from fires on or (Irectly exposing radioactive
materials." Wallace Affidavit. 'i 16. The normal tire fighter turnout gear
with self contained breathing apparatus (SCl3A) is considered adequate to
protect fire fighters from exposure due to airborne alpha radioactivity (an
internal radiation hazard) that might be presented from TRUMP-S materials.
The Alpha Laboratory has insufficient radioactive material to present a
significant external radiation hazard from gamma radiation. See1 51,

49. Normal fire fighter gear will protect fire fighters against
radioactive hazards Sct. Affidavit of Mr. Purington (Lic. Exh.19,3 5. pp. 9-
10). This fact Is widely recognized, for example:

1) NFPA-802. "Reconunended Fire Protection Practices for
Nuclear Research Reactors." 2-2.7 (Attachment C). states
"the problem of internal radiation exposure is entirely

i
!

-
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different from the external exposure problem . . . this is
really no different than the problem presented by trying to
define inhalation limits for smoke, carbon monoxide, and
other products of combustion. Fortunately, the mandatory
use of self contained breathing apparatus in radiation
emergencies can materially reduce the problems."

2) International Fire Service Training Association (IFSTA-
200) Fire Fichter Occupational Safety; p.182 (Attachment
F) states " Alpha particles do not 3 resent a penetration
hazard to humans . . . to combat A pha radiation hazards a
fire fighter should be clothed in full protective gear
including positive breathing apparatus."

50. The CFD fire fighters are equipped with heavy coats and pants
and Self Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA). &c also Oct. 29 Meyer
Affidavit 'I 50. 52. The SCBA used by the CFD have positive pressure
facepleces. Lic. Exh.19.15. pp. 9.10. Smoke will nel penetrate a positive
pressure facepiece because air movement past the faceplece seal is ahvays to
the outside. Consequently, there is little risk of an internal exposure to a
fire fighter wearing a SCBA with positive pressure facepleces.12/

51. The only significant potential for external exposure to the fire
fighters from the materials used in the TRUMP-S experiments is from
gamma radiation emitted from americium 241 either by direct radiation or
cloud dose, if 1 gram of americium-241 (3.43 Cl) were present in the glove
box (unshleided) the direct dose rate to a fire fighter from a point source of
this radioactive material would be less than 100 mrem / hour at 10 ft. If 1
gram of americium-241 were consumed in a fire (with a release fraction
.001) and released into the MURR basement (IM9 m3) the external dose to
a fire fighter from airborne radioactivity would L ' oximately 0.064
mrem /hr. This does not constitute a significant ral;aogical hazard to fire-
fighters. If!/

.11/ "Self Contained Breathing Apparatus: In the demand mode a
! protection factor of 100 is provided; while in the pressure mode, the

protection factor is unlimited." Purington & Patterson. Handlingl

Radiation Emercencies, p. 28 (Attachment E).

JE/ The CFD personnel will be accompanied by MURR personnel as they
engage in any fire fighting activities in the Alpha Laboratory. The
MURR personnel will monitor the dose raic from any airborne
radioactive materials (and ensure that appropriate radiological safety

| precautions are taken and indicate if other radiological or chemical
hazards are present).!

,
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l
Elre Prottctign Methoch j

52. The NFPA Fire Protection llandbook (p.10-121. Attachlunent 10
describes three iniportant tuethods for fire safety in nuclear facilities.
These include:

1) Designing the plant to limit the consequences of a fire.

2) Fire prevention, and

3) Quick detection and suppression of fires.

53. Mr. Wallace focuses only on the design of the Alpha laiboratory.
Mr. Wallace's erroneous claims about the Licensee's design are responded to
in il 42 - 47 of this Affidavit. A description of the aniple fire safety features
incorporated into the design of the Licensee's Alpha latboratory will not be
repeated here. Sj;< Oct. 29 Meyer Affidavit il 24 32; 1.!censee Exh. 4.11a
12-38; Licensee Exh. 5, 11 10 21,

54. Mr. Wallace is silent about fire prevention measures, such as low
fire loading of basement area, the use of glove boxes with inert atmospheres
to perform the TRUMP-S experiments (NFPA 801, 5 4.7, Fire Prevention),
and the provision of fire resistent membranc (5/8 inch type X gypsum
wallboard) on wooden framing members of the Alpha Laboratory which
provide a 40 minute ')rotection rating. The reactor operators also perform
" fire watch" tours of ( ic MURR Facility every four hours. The operators are
directed to detect and climinate any potential fire hazards. A University of
Missouri fire safety officer also tours the Facility every six months and a
MURR fire safety inspector conducts monthly tours of the facility for fire
safety. Oct. 29 Meyer Affidavit at 130. The CFD reviews of this facility and
the Alpha Laboratory are described in my Oct. 29 Affidavit. Id. at 'PI 31-32.

55. Mr. Wallace is also silent with respect to quick fire detection
and suppression. The Alpha Laboratory has a fire detector in the argon glove
box as well as the Alpha Laboratory.130th of these detectors alarm in the
reactor Control Room which is manned 24 hours / day so detection of any fire
would inunediately prompt a response. Oct. 29 Meyer Affidavit.128. The
Reactor Operators tour the MURR Facility every 4 hours and would detect
Dres in the Alpha Laboratory. Furthermore, there are fire extinguishers in
the Alpha Laboratory and surrounding basement to allow an immediate
response to a small fire. Oct. 29 Meyer Affidavit, 11 22-29. The Control
Room Reactor Operators and the persons authorized entry into the Alpha
Laboratory have been instructed on the types of fire extinguishers to be used
in fires at the MURR facility.
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56. The CFD is able to respond to MURR emergencies in much less
than 10 minutes. / response time of approximately 10 minutes has
occurred on three separate emergency drills with the CFD when the trucks
were dispatched without strens for reasons of traffic safety. Oct. 29 Meyer
Affidavit, 4 4 5.

57. Thus, all three of the methods for ensuring fire safety including
the design of the Alpha Laboratory, fire prevention, as well as the quick
detection and suppression of fires, were considered in the construction of
the Alpha Laboratory.

CONCLUSIONS

As demonstrated by the low fire loading in the Alpha58. a
Laboratory, calculated using NFPA principles and guidance from Licensee's
fire protection and fire fighting expert, a fire would not be as severe as
alleged by Mr. Wallace.

b. There are numerous fire safety aspects ci the Alpha
Laboratory (such as low fire loading, the existing ventilation and liquid
effluent systems, the dry fire mainsystem, smoke detectors, the 24 hour
staffing of the MURR Facility, and fire watch tours) that are ignored by Mr.
Wallace and make the MURR basement an appropriate location for the Alpha
laboratory,

The most likely pathway for smoke from any fire involvingc.
the materials or the Alpha Laboratory would be through the filtered facility
exhaust system,

d. The MURR Emergency Plan and implementing
procedures, which include planning and procedures for fires anywhere at
MURR, are adequate for protecting against fires invohing the materials in
the Alpha Laboratory.

.. . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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c. N1 the objective evidence ir.dicates that the CFD will flght
a fire in the Alpha Laboratory even ifit involves radioactive materials. The
CFD is adequately equipped to flght a fire with their SCBA and normal f re
flghting gear. The potential for radiological hazard to fire fighters from
materials used in the Mpha Laboratory is low.

O O
!"r"o$$"d""d*** 1Ab bi

Aoo4/7 County Walter A. Meyer, g.Missourt this.2#4 day of "

Reactor Manager
January 1991.

. Wm
7 Notary Public

heron Wesselman, Notary Public, State of Missouri
My commisuon expires February 21,1991
Boone County. Mineurl

My Commission Expires
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ATTACHMENTS

Attachment A - Licensee's Fire Load Calculation (Jan. 24, 1991), !

Attachment B - NFPA, Fire Protection Handbook (16th Ed.1986).
;

Section 7/ Chapter 9 " Confinement of Fire in*

Buildings," pages 7111 to 7-113, 7-126 to 7-128.

Section 10/ Chapter 17 '' Nuclear Facilitics," pages 10-*

121 to 10-126.

Attachment C NFPA Recommended Fire Protection Practice 802, " Nuclear
Research Reactors" sg 2.2.6, 2.2.7 (1988).

Attachment D - NFPA, Fire Protection Engineering Handbook (1990).

Section 3/ Chapter 8, " Analytical Methods for*

Determining Fire Resistance of T!mber Members"
Table 3 8.1, pages 3-131.

Section 3/ Chapter 9 " Smoke Control." pages 3-143,'

3-144.

Attachment E - Purington & Patterson, " Handling Radioactive
Emergencies," pages 28, 101 102 (1977),

Attachment F IFSTA - 209 "Firefighter Occupation Safety," pages 182,188
(1979),

.
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LICENSEE'S EXIIIBIT 20,
ATTACIIMENT A

Fire Load Calculation

These fire load calculations have been prepared by Licensee staff using
procedures in tne NFPA Fire Protection liandbook (pp. 7-111, 7-112, 7-
113 J.ttachment B) and following the instructions of Mr. Robert Purington,
a fire protection engineer.

Some of the combustible occupancy of the MURR basement were
derated to indicate their limited contribution to a fire as specified in the
NFPA llandbook (pp. 7-112, 7-113).

i
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1 -2 ,

Fire Load Calc.1/24/91'

.,

. .

Equivalent Equivalent Combustible
Heat of Combustible Weight Enclosed in

Wolght Combustion Wolght Metal Containers
pounds BTU /Lb pounds pounds

Lab:
Polycarbonato

Glove box windows 177.8 13323 296.1
Tubing 2.0 13323 3.3

Doors 177.7 8000 177.7
Gloves 8.3 19690 20.3
Paper

Misc. 50.0 8000 50.0
Backing on Gypsum Board 125.8 8000 125.8

. CPU, Monitor, Printer 10.0 18000 22.5
*

,

Total 695.7

Lab Fire Area 500 sq. ft;

Fire Loadl 1.39 psf | 11,131 BTU /sq. f t.|

Balance of Basement:
Oil.

Texaco Rando HD 32 2126.3 19440 5166.9 5166.9
MFA Industrial 200 73.5 19700 181.0 181.0

- Opti Fluor- 274.9 17973 617.6- 617.6-

Trash (Barrel),

Loose 92.0 8000 92.0 92.0
Compact 690.0 8000- 690 0 690.0

Metal Cabinets
Paper etc, 1785.0 13445 3000.0 3000.0

Doors 177.7 8000 177.7
Plywood 258.2 8000 258.2
Hepa Wood Frame 85.1 8000 85.1
Wood Crate 206.3 8000 206.3

Total 10474.8 9747.5

Weight _of _ Free ' Combustibles 727.3 lb
Derating Factor (K). 0.1
Derated Fire Load 1702.0 lb

. Basement Fire Area 3424 sq. ft.
Specific Fire Londl 0.50 pst | 3,977 BTU /sq. f t.l

.__.__ , -. _ , _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ - _ . _ _ , - _ - . . _ . . - . . _- . . ... _, _
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figure 1. Alpha Leboratory and fiURR Basement
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CONHNEMENT OF l' IRE IN HUILDINGS * 111-

ti to dMermum how c tual building fires < ompared with TADLE 7 98. Estimated Fire Severity for Offices and
tencraturn rettesented on the curve lingberg 1927 Upht Commercial Occupanices
4) The tnts im luded two at tual buddings that were Data app'ying to fire-etutas buongs mm :ombustib.e fumiture
wed to burn to dnttuttion and a series of hres in fire and FheMng
stne tep budQngs (ontaining t.ontents repts.sentative """

ofnc e. rN ord riuim. drid household (n c upaticies. The
Combustce Seventycipal s ariable ainsniered in these occupanty fire tests Content Awoomate'vas the amount of ( ombustible materials present, w hich is Total. melucing eaurvaient to that oflined as thy fire INd. Although the ventilation in the test finnh, f,oor, Heat Po'ertal test under standard

lidmus was rmt reported. the windows were equipped and tnm Assume curve for the
th steel shutters that could be adjusted to control sen. Dsf Btu per w ttt 'ouomno perds:
tion and inasiinire fire snerity. The quantitative im.

$ 40.000 30 min,porgnce of unntatmn on fire snerity was not identified
10 80.000 1 hrantal more than 3 scars after these tests. These tests 15 170.000 1 % hrs' conducted bt the NDS provided quantitative data on the 20 160 000 2 hrshecuperature history of fires that was representative of 30 ?40.000 3 hrs

vanous mcupancies and fire load at that permd of time. 40 320.000 av hrse

Fireload was expressed as the weight of ntdinary combus. 50 380=00C 7 hrt
tbles in the ronrn divided by the floor area of the rnom. 60 432.000 8 hrs
trading is the nerage amount of ordinary combustible 70 500.000 9 hrs
material per square font lin ) of floor area The temp *'rature

. Heai or combuuon of contents namen at a 000 Din eer e up to 40 psf.history of the fully dmeloped fires in the three test 7 r,oo tuu wr e im so e au mo mu ior t.o m eo mo'. io eac ior
accupancies uas approxirnately bounded by the standard emaney amatar twoponen or tuar ne =qhts contemraaieo t'y we tees'blemperatute curs c. "' N* o' mon *'y mmhuMe* **'e"*is aucn as .cx4 rawr. or ie*cs

The NDS developed the concept of equivalent fire '*"'''"''''"0"*''"""'''''J"#
erity to define the severity of actual fires that had
aus temperature histories. This concept states that the
above a base line under the time temperature curve of probable maximum fire severity in residentiai, institu.

bst fire, which is expressed in degree hours, is an tional, and some consnercial occuparities. Fire load
simate representation of the severity of a fire involv. should not be used as an approximate indicator of fire

ordinary combustibles, The base line used represents severity with combustibles having a high heat release rate
.tempcrature the materic.ls can be exposed to without and when fire conditions can produce temperatures signif-

Iring their fire resistive capabilites. Two fires with icantly higher or lower than the standard time.temperaturn
ng temperature histories are considered to have curve.

Valent seventy when the area under their time tem. Fire load is a measure of the maximum heat that
ture curves is similar. This concept permitted t ompar. would be released if all the combustibles in a given fire
el any fire test data to the standard time. temperature area burned. Matlinum heat release is the product of the
e by relating the area under the test curve to the area weight of each combustible multiplied by its heat of

the standard curve, cembustion. In a normal building, the fire load includes *

'

combustible contents, interior finish, floor finish, and '

M IOAD '''"t"'"I d'* *"l'' M'' I "d b ' * * "l Y "* P'"''d '" '-
'

terms of the average fire load, which is the equivalent
The nrional concepts of fire severity and fire load are combustible weight dividcd by the fire area in square feet
impor' ant even though they are technically obsolete, or square meters.
concepts are the basis for many of the fire resistance Equivalent combustible weight is defined as the

fn many cases, ding codes and for government agen-ments of buil weight of ordinary combustibles having a heat of combuo
use of this original fire severityifire tion of 8,000 Dtu per Ib (18 608 i kgl. that would release the

''lationship was more severe than is indicated by same total heat as the combustibles in the space. Fur
% rate analysis. Such results are conservath e since

Msultant error is on the sahi side
example, the equivalent weight of to lb per sq ft (48.8
Lg'm ) of a plastic with a heat of combustion of 12.000 Btu3

Mal sis of NDS tests developed an approximate rela. per th (27 912 Pkg) would be:
P etween fire loading and an exposure to a fire

equh alent to the ' standard time temperature to Ib per sq ft x 12,000 Blu per Ib = 120.000 Diu per sq ft
*yeight per square foot or square meter of 120.000 Btu per sq ft + 8.000 Btu per Ib ordinary !ustibles [ wood. paper, and similar materials,,

g I combustion of 7,000 to 8,000 Btu per Ib (16 combustibles - 15 lb per sq f t '

W i k l was related to hourly fire severity asO
ii

Tha g'n Table 7 90, Technically accurate methods for ielating fire sever-
j ' 5" Verity fire load relationship was the first ity, fire load, and fire resistance reouirernents are co;nplex

6. [gy "PWI to predict the seventy of a fire that but can be advantageously used in important specific
''"inpated in various occupancies it was used applications. Such methods require consideration of pa-n. , .

y %ry,""' r% tant e required of fire barners as well as rameters other than the fuel load, such as vent.ilation. type

sho.,gf'" 4Proumate but conservative estimatetpg . "th* fire
monnents. Although the technique has its of enclosure walh. and ceiling These methods are com.Ny inenty fire load relationship stdl plex and currently too diff. cult for general ase in dnign or

}
'

of the selection of barrier fire resistance.
m.

i V

_
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TADLE 7 9C. Characteristics of Fire Loads in Office Buildings 1,

,

1i Govemment Bundings Pnvate Buildings
_ + $-

Q
;> _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ - _ . . . , . _ --- _ _ _ . - , . .

'I' No of Total Fire Loa 1 pr.f 40 08 Total Fire Lced, pat ,
m

Rooms - - ~j Roes -

_ - . - . Sampiod Mean Si:: tw N.R(ori Use Sa'npied Mean Sid Dev} q'
-. --. -

- . - - . - - - - . -- -- . ..

'J.! General 342 73 44 479 77 43 ,.

t C;enca! 77 58 52 146 6B 40' ,

lobty 15 26 1. 4 45 60 42'

y Conference 39 42 6.1 57 59 46 $
lj , hie 10 t 7.9 11 9 20 16 2 12 9 .5/

,.;1 : Storage 35 11.7 19 2 77 13 2 11 7 __

~

gig Lib <ary 2 30 2 78 10 23 6 10 8 |-
,+.

t+2tes hie ice ons not rwuteo to axount for comuunbas that oo not tium comu ie', twause they as in mei moves Wo.gni of wetees a
..Dm ,ja 1

si unris t pet - 4 se ko m'
convow to e ownont ae.g8: of comtustioies hwig a t4at of tomoust.on of eso stuio

e

y}
,

|. a
P

#y { s,

TABLE 7 9E. Fire Severity Expected by Occupancy' ~ ' a'

[q Occupancy h,re Load o._ ,

; Temperature Curve A (Slight) jr

e! A number of surveys have identined the fire loads Wep-arranged oMite. 'netM tumiture, noncombushble budding e

C i found in various occupancies (Derry :,nd Minor 1979. Weiding areas containing shght combusubies
-

Culver 1978; C.mpbell 1978). (See Table 7 9C,7 DD, and Noncombustele power house.o

M' 7 96, and Figure 7 08.) Noncornbustibie busidings, shght amount of combushble ocN . ' ' ,

d pancy,

tiJg, TABLE 7 90, $amples of Typical Fire Loaca Temperature Curve U (Moderate)
n am *am m swage aM MaWa p

i Contents Standard ** 9'
Fire Load Deviation'. Paper making processes, noncomtostible building4

4

i _ __ $.._ Necombust.ble institutional buildings eth comrsustible

[ d Uving Room 39 1.13
occupa w*

$,i .' Famity Room 2.7 .65 ETempereture Curve C (Moderately Severs)

k''| j
- Dedroom 4.3 1 15 Welt arranged combustible storage, e g , wooden patterns o# ip

l Dining Room 36 1.02
combustible buildings.

*Khchen 3.2 .77a ,

Hospital Patient Room 1.2 .30
Machine shop having noncombu'.tible floors.

,

7 k;. ,
'

h'
t Nursing Home Patient Ro'.,rn 2.6 .62

't Temperature Curve D (Severe) a
Manufactunng areas, combust:ble produus, noncombustible (;IU GI unrts: 4 pst = 4 to ko m e

4 X
eI building.
$ Congestod cornt,astible storage areas, noncombustib;e bui' din 9 ]

7 te
Data from some fire load surveys as well as the Temperature Curve E (Standard Fire Exposure-Severe) c-

.

'

.M, inherent nature of combustible contents likely to be en. Flammable liquids. .g
M countered suggests that the dispersion of fire load within a W odworung areas. t-

d'ce, c mbustbie Nrnive and buiegs. ,;p
i cortain class of rooms can be approximated by either a ,t

Inormal or moderately skewed frequency distribution m nuf actur ng d finishing.
curve. (See Fig. 7 9C.)The standard deviation, included in Machiae snop having combustibie floors. i'

"Tables 7 9C and 7 9D, can be used to determine the s
pruability that a particular fire load value will not be * se, rig 7 90 for ine iemperatu e curves .:ient r,ed in inis taoie e,r

nceeded in a class el rooms. A fire load which is one 1 i
standard deviation above the mean value of a normal a,

distribution curve would represent an upper boundary for Derated Fire Loads
H.13 percent of the fire loads in rooms of that class.Two Ih
standard deviations above the mean would bound 97.75 Ordinary combustibles that are completely or 14"[

,

t

percent ni the the loads in that class of rooms, and three enclosed in steel containers will not burn compir"1 d
standard deviations. 09.86 percent of the fire loads. Thus, during a room fire and therefore will not contribute & T

if a fire barrier were to be designed on the basis of two 8.00011tu per Ib (16 282 l'kg) to the fire load. The Cv"$ I,*

Services Administration has developed guidelines Iv'h, ,egstandard deviatbns above the mean, there would be a
termining a derated fire load for office buildine97.73 parcent probability that this fire load would not im

nceeded in c similar room. (an be applied to other occupancies having similar d , ,
Tba above percentages are euct only if the distribu. of combustibles iGSA 19771. The total contents tire l*", ., ,

tion of fire loads is perfectly normal. If the distrtbution is divided into three categories: (1) weight of matettab'y
niore accurately defined by a moderately skewed curve, pletely enclosed in containers such as steel desks e' ,, g

#
the peruntages only re.prescrit close approximations. cabinets. Wr;(2) weight of inaterials enclosed on fiW

4

I
ss.

u. _

___ __ _ _ _ __= _ .
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ordinary combustibles enc hard on five sides by steel.i , .~ y ? * .'
*'

p || such as in a booktase. are derated to 75 percent of thntr.

Oi .,e*g.-97 /j.gH q ' .. , !
f \ weight.

The total deratml t.. load is men by:
i , ' ~; ~ . t a w,.14r, . . a- . ? .-, /

! | t , "' N;}',:'fr 3 2 y / /y n4 3 y& -*., . Fon - K < Wr * 0 75 We r * Wr
.

*

l.q! r'j. Q%D < ; L !"j!
.,. 4 4 t J W.-,

4 The specific fire load is then computed by dividing byf ;, Ir[A.s k.J.16 , i
j 1/ i

*

the floor area,, _ . , . . .

This derating rocedure can be applied if other than>

ordinary combusu{iles are included in the 6te load TheP W h M G di-% C ,[" g)V
.h # ' - -a - -

" " " ; j [ "- u w total weight of other cornbustibles must be espreued in
> '

" ""

[t terms of an equivalent weight of ordinary combusubles
,

1/E 7+# powh/c c/au/Bration o/ eu//dtng rentents /or Bre
that would release the same total heat in burning. This is
accompilthed by multiplying the weicht of the othm

thessettr anddururwn the straight /ines indicate the length of
Comb 1stiblYE bY the ratio of thetr heat of tombustion inAv endurunte boicd u/ son amounts e/ rs,mbustib/cs inish ed

16e run ed/ines indicate the seierstr espected/ne the v arious litu per Ib. to 8.000 Btu per Ib (18 608 lig), the heat of
' entspawes. /See Tub /e TM). There is no diwrt tr/ationsAlp tombustion of ordinary combustibles.

Aetween tAe straight andcurred/ines, but, /oreramp/c 10 /o c/

* 4|D e *C" arrtupanrJ. ond o /Fra seinestr fo//oping the time.terbustible per sqft /48 8 Ag trr*) ni//pmduce a 90 minute /frv
Biitish I2 ire loading Studies.n ,

Tb British have attam.ed a similar obiettive by grod.8meperorure cun e ~C"mirA/ bc esperved. Ing building occupancies according to harard Three cles.*Tg
y sifications, low. moderate, and high fire loads are defined

in terms of Btu per sq ft or Pm' as follows:
a r----- -

$b Suny | ZW" Occupancies of f.ow Fire, Loarh |he fire load of an
h3 occupancy is described as low li it does not exceed an

everage o| 100.000 Blu per sq lt (114 000 fm ) of net floorg _- j.r eistrin,i m
3__

_ _ _ . . -

area of any compartment. nor an average of 200.000 Blu
g. ;n '. ;

per sq ft (228 000 fm')in limited isolated areas provided
that storage of combustible material nocessary to the oc.

,

9 =

| cupancy may be allowed to a lirnited extent if separated9

from the remainder and enclosed he appropriate grado firep a .

__ _,g resistive construction. Examples et occupancies of normal
low fire load are offices. restaurants, hotels. hospitals,g a

b schools, museums. public libraries, and institutional and
administrative buildings.ff .$1Hi LOAD

. , ,

K
LP 74C Expected distribut/ons of samp/efre loads. Occupancies of Moderate Fire Load: The fits load of an ?.

i
t g

$. occupancy is described as rnoderate if it exceeds an _baverage of 100.000 Iltu per sq ft (114 000 Fm ) of net noor2

O as in a steel bookcase. Wre: and (3) weight of frea
5-

i any c mpartment but does not exceed an average of
, area

buaubleg W'$ closed comb
"

.00.000 Blu per sq ft (228 000 ) m b nor an average of
,

Completely e'
Mm m sq W 000 M on hM MWustibhn will be heated by

room nte and pyrolyte; and the escaping pyrolysis areat provided that storage of comburtible material nec.

, g ]es release depends upon the extent to whichg ill burn. Therefore, the heat that the encimed essary to the occupancy may be allowed to a limited
*-
.

3q estent, il separated from the remainder and enclosed by
3g pyrolyred. This !s related to the intensity and fire resistive construction of an appropriate grade. Exam.
i lud t t 9 to m fire, which in turn is related to the pies of occupancies of normal moderate fire load are retail
g %mtibics in the room. The extent to which the shops. factories. and workshops.
q Qaed e.nntets are derated is deterrnined by consider.
h ' fatio ai the total weight of enclosed combustibles. Occupancies of High Fire Load: The fire load of an
7 6.,o the total weight of all combusfibles in the room, fr.occupancy is described as high if it exceeds an average of

kIbus: 200.000 Blu per sq ft (228 000 Fm | of net noor area but2 "

M. does not eueed en average of 400.000 Btu per sq ft (456 '

3
000 Pm ) of net floor area. not an average of 800.000 Stu

M, Fy - w,+ W" + w' per sq it (912 000 Pm') on limited isolated areas. Examples
of occupancies with norrnal high fire load are warehouses9$5 "ShN factor is assigned to We as tabulated below: .and other buildings used for the bu!k storace of commod-

is 4 * b ities of a recognned nonharardous nature.D
'Y %det0s

Derating Far' tor' K Uut I w nre load graeng M mupancies used by the
British is approximately equivalent to the classdication of

r * q to o B 0.4
occupancy represented by the Temperaturn Curve A: mod.p
erste fire irmd grading by Temperture Curves B. C. and D: ;n,A rn6 *

and the high fire los.1 grading by Temperature Curve E ingry OJi figure 7 9B.D
?% '
_N-__------------------- ~~~~
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] Phor brces, such as wind emd stuck effects and the The simple expression af = 0.180py includes a serm 1
mecn.Ncal heat, ventilating, air conditioning or other of assumptions, the most important of which are:*

air movement systems. In these areas the movement of 1. The tip of the flame is a signifir ant distance below % | l,

smoke is essen;1 ally the same as the mo ement of any bottom of the smoke layer. The formula, while useful . L

:, other pollutant. is zuuch less accurate in spaces having a low ceilini
t' relative to the height of the fire involved,

1 2. The fire bed itself covers an area having a length au
-tL SMOKE MOVEMEN,T IN THE HOT width that are reasonably approximate to each other

. a SMOKE 20NE The wiginal formula is based on the assumption et a
L circular fire. The degree of error in the formula m.4

The volume of combustlun products entrained in a creases as the relationship of length to width in. ;
creases.rising plume in the hot smoke zone is relatively small, ,i

1 compared with the volume of alt in the total mixture. f

i Consequently, the smoke produced by a fire will approxi. Flame He,ght ii

.l.- mate the volume of alt drawn into the rising plume. Figure 1
A reasonable estimate or flame .neight (Alpert ano |710A illustrates the process.

I. in those situations where the height of the plume as. Ward 1963) can be obtained from the expression:
'

'

|: measured from the top of the fire to the level of the smoke it,,o.og3(LQ)u
] layer, as shown in Figure 710A,is more than about twice
i the height of the solid body of flame. It is reasonable to where:

D estimate the amount of smoke using developed formulas fic = Game height (m)
i. (Thomas et ai 1963) and presented in the book, " Smoke k = wall effect factor. The value of k to be used is:

4 Control in Fire Safety Design"(Dutcher & Parnell 1979). k = 1 when there are no nearby walls.
,

!;n - The formulas' involved were derived from research k = 2 when the fuel packages near a wall.
*' conducted at the British Fire Research Station more than k = 4 when tb fuel package is in a corner,-
], 20 years ago. This work showed that the amount of smoL6 Q = fuel heat release rate (watts).
-I- could be reasonable estimated solely as a function of the The results of this formula is shown graphically is

.
height of the fire plume over a " virtual fire source." The

4 research indicaied that the virtual source for a free burning Figure 710B,

fire having a circular shape .vould be approximately 0.15'

[ diameters below the burning surface. Plume Gar knperature
' 'Detailed engineering formulas for properties of

b- The mass of gas drawn into the fire can ba estimated as:
plumes have been presented (Heskestad 1982),in s rapi i ,

6

Af = 0.096 Pg y" (g T./T)" terms, however, (Alpert and Ward 1963) an empiricalj[ estimate plume temperature is pavided at a given point
.where:

above the fuel as: ,r

Af = rate of smoke production |ks's) - ' , .E

.d' + P = perimeter of the fire (m)
J> q. = density of ambient air (kg/m ) AT = 0'222 (kQ)M3 t

II" #
y = distance from floor to bottom of smoke layer Im)

y(7 3g = acceleration due to gravity (m/s ).
T = absolute temperature of the ambient air l'K) .. where ,M

T = absolute temperature of the flames of the smoke AT = maximum temperature increase W) above i
plume ('K) ambient (room) temperature. 5

,

Typical numerical values of the parameters are: " I ); g 'ch'," ***y',(*,h gg [w
3 'kg'm @ 17'C k = 1 when there are no ner.iby wallsN. .2

g
k = 2 when the fuel package is near a wall

T = 1100 K k = 4 when the fuel package is in a corner ,

8 '' 9.81 was
IUag these values, the rate of smoka production ff = distance (m) above the top of the fuel packap
Wmes: (for a pool of flammable liquid, such as gasoli"' '

or heptane, if is the distance above the fueln3g . oa88 p y
surface minus one pool diameter).=

: .w. ;
i'

Smoke roduction is, therefore dependent upong . *d5' g, i ,a perimeter o the fire and the effective height of the
,

column above it, As the fire continues to burn, the 848'jm".
? {i(

""
l -* *

.

f * k -.,- smoke pro <luction will vary as the distance y cha"C.'
: -

CM v" Figure 710C illustrates this variability.*

verted into a volumetric rate of production by dividd|.The mass rate of smoke production M, can be " ,L
~

.om E 7'._ .2 ,,,m . .C"' , j

J*"'"'
i 'M/$ .",'M7|..m 1.22 (290/T+ 273) kg'm' I[fexpression above by the density of the air fas smok' ,,

r/G 7. rat. The pmduction o/.unoAe /mm afre. T*C. This factor becomes,.

L-n g

I.,

L . . . -.. . -_ - . .
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se SMOKE MOVEMENT IN BUILDINGS %I27

k <.q(. 6w where* ,d A L.-.,,2,1. .~ .d$
h = distance from top of the fuel to ceilingi- * /

7" / ,,'/' / d - distante from top of the fuel to bottom of smoke,' layerq an m ru to u a;

i, vn /N/ '# ' 5 2 Where the. are open windows or doors involved,i

,/ /
-

these propcM rormulas can be used only for broady

," estimates to the point where smoke descends to the height
,,

of the window or door soff,t. After that, movement throughG% s ra m centa, St
the openings must also be considered in smoke now.g' i g! _

' '
Where 4 ? enings are large so that there is an outacw of

i smoke tm J the upper portion of the opening and anm. ( [ y,
i

in0cw of makeup air through the lower portion, complex
*.

b{ / ,e [ n\ relationships, not easily expressed in Handbook type for.
! I

4,I mulas, are involved.

|m /,/ ,, at'auv r aou uus ?
/ '

no 5
h/ ,' $

?f </. - -

% 4'
s

.~ ,y
m ,,:'

C h
JO9./ |
|

06

;.

i
, , , ,

.,
t - ... . .%~ ~ e@ e < z uJo s -,

-

'000 ,m.y to000 100 000 ,j ,-
'/y. 6:en,e 1 '.
*

< s

t + :
, e; ;v

na N08. Rome heisk mu* are heat release rate. | w- ! ,| , ,. ' )

?
i .t,/-

t. ;

bl0Aillustrates the relationship between mass rates ano'w s 'i, e' -

./ 1i i . ' '
-h TQIumetric tates ef 0cw, ''

'
~

i * i m- g // . ,- $'''

h| '|, '
i 4

3/ ,19
' .moke Filling of a Space {* j

,
' '

N/g'jf 7.

LU"dationships to describe the filling of a space withC Numerous mathematical models involving complexi* i 7 ,

' /
.

' '

e.the transfer of heat energy from that smoke, and the i ". Y/I/' ' b
Q:f* of that smoke through large openings are in advanced
'

ifM ' ' ~*,*

i< -

"
'"of development and validation There are. however,

v- i
, ,

. 3 "
. > >

tral estimating formula. that have been proposed by u, ,|1,, ,, ,, y, #, _g " '
g us rewarchers Seteral of thete are presented here. 4

" 4|

,

g The tilling time oIa space down to the level of the topRG. 710C Rate of smoke pmduction as a fre continues to

' ' " '

a burning item (Cooper 1982) has been estimated tog
#"*-N

%
7,I i "' 200AM"f

Where the now is through an opening of a relatively

k ^3r = time to fill tho space to the burning surface (sec.)
small size and is either entirely above the smoke layer, ori

d * lloor area of space (3) ~ *e I b pening, e 8., the space between a door frame
where the portion ofinterface is small compared to the full

TA$ 4 * burning rate (kW)
and the vertical side of a closed smoke barrier door, it is

gge-r 4 'nodifwation for a crude estimate of filling time (t,)possible to use adaptations of Bernoulli's equation topy mt other than the fire surface (Nelson 19851 hasestimate tb smoke movement. The basic formulas haveE"*d " S;
been assembled (Klote & Fothergdl 1983) and adapted to
the followlog stMemeat INelson 1985):1. h-d53p ta I,

1 1 r3 r3 T, 13h f = .g g A h
.,

C
. .T.-T. T.

r.
N

_ __ _ - - ~ ~
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* 128 FlitLSAl'ETY IN BUILDING DESIGN AND CONSTitUCTION
ph-

63
| S-

TADLE 710A, Conversion of Mass Pates of Flow of
Smoke into Volume Rates of Flow. ,4* - '

ij,

.

Vo'urne rates of flow t

_ _ _ . _ * -
@g f,,Mass rate of How ' m5ec 3 5n ~~ "

<-
k9 see Ib sec at 27C at 50&C at 20'C at 500*C d5* y~ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ , _ _ _

200 440 8 164 9 436 9 346928 ___ ._ ,- , ' m.
7925354 '/ -100 220 4 81 9 '1B 5 173464 462783 ; ' /. - / b

"

90 1984 73 8 ?6 156308 416399
'

. Q' ' N
6 -

B0 176 6 65.6 1,48 t38941 370226 bW'M70 154.3 57.4 152 9 121573 323842
a

z'; z -

j// ''S i ilm

260 132 2 49 2 131,1 104205 277670 / 'N/ - /50 *10 2 41.0 109 2 86838 231286
. , , _

S/ '- "40 B8 2 32 8 87.4 69470 185113 e// V , ef ~
- fsi

..
30 66.1 24 6 65 4 52103 138517 *Qj/ . 3. L ' ; ,_' P.20 44 1 16 4 43.7 34735 02557

~~ '

:eO '

' - mv7T ~ 4+tb'yh9'to 22 0 82 21 8 173*6 46278
' ' ' '

#'
9 19 8 74 19 7 15631 41640 ' " " " "

--

_ _ . _ . . ij I
8 17.7 66 17 5 13894 37023 " ' " " ' ' .

" ' " ''

7 15 4 51 15 3 12157 323S4 17G. 7 wD. l'o/urne of snwie flow through an opening.6 13.2 4.9 13 1 10420 27767 r

5 11.0 4.1 10 9 8684 231284 BB 33 B7 6947 18511 cools) by radiant energy losses. When smoke from a fire3 66 25 65 5210 13852
%

area flows through a relatiwly small crack, the m2 44 1.6 44 3473 92561 2.2 08 2.2 1735 4628 entralnment of cool air on the unexposed side tends to F
cool the smoke very quickly. Where the leakage is throuth 5larger openings there may be less entrainment relative 9 n.;
the mass of smoke movement at such lunctures and thert- W
fore, cooling will be slowen However, once the smoke has %-

where: cooled to a significant degree, the smoke is transported in T:
the same manner as any other pollutaat and the priman ji

f - flow (m / mini moving forces are those presented by stack effect, wmd av3

A = area of opening (m ) effect, and mechanical air movement systems.
s'@

3

T,, - ambient temperature (K) %
T, a smoke temperature (K) C
d a depth of smoke from centerline of opening t $acheet

bottom of smoke layer (m) ShiOKE hf0VEhiENT IN TALL $"
In conventional un'ts the formula is: BUILDINGS kg

g gs
f = 7214 A g/ 1yh

1 t '2 52/
@T \r2

Smoke can behave very differently in tall buildim D) than in short buildings. In the shorter buildings, th'3

influences of the fire (such as heat, convective movement-
1 1\ and fire pressures) are the major factors which cause 3g

A P = 7.64 (g 7J h smoke movement. Smoke removal and venting practe $n
L

reflect this behavior. In rail buildings, these sama facton ~~*

where: are modified by the stack effect, which is the verme '"

f = flow (ft'/ mini natural air movement through the building caused by H# i

A = area of opening (ft l differences in temperatures and densities between Ih'i

T. = ambient temperature (*R) inside and outside air. This stack effect can beconw ad E ' 4,
T. = smoke temperature (*R) important factor in smoke movement and in buildW

.M' = pressure difference (in. of water) design features used to combat that movement. O
The predominant factors that cause smoke movemr"' ; H

in tall buildings are (1) the stack effect. (2) the influem e
..

external wind forces, and (3) the forced air moven"'"j]E g*

Figure 710D shows typical results from this formula.
within the building. The following text describes '[[Q 7',

T

theoretical natural air movement which is affected
ShiOKE hiOVEhlENT IN COLD Shf0KE the first two factors. (Forced air movement caused by I" p

, 4 '
ZONES building air handling equipment is presented elsen hi

Jthis HuonooA). At this point, however,it should be m# t
[s .As smoke is transmitted from the area of fire origin it

is rooted by entrainment of air. transfer of the heat from that air movement is considerably influenced hv the i"" {

the smoke body to building materials, primarily those in chtnical systems of the building. Many design solution']
the walls and ceilings, and (to a lesser extent as the smoke the problem of tenability utilize emergency operataul" {

the mechanical systems.
[ }
B |
;L

~
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.s
ed 5ior,N. t " # rl radioactive substances and operutmns im obs dear power reactors and research reactors These groups

-

9th ed i o ya nte materials or dences and equipment which include the National Fire protection Association (NFPA).

.c 4 h ndianon hazards have the same See and explosion the American Nudear Society the American National
y e simDat materials and operatmns without radi. Sundards institute lANS1), the United States Nuclear%nnring

Nner%g However, due to the huard to personnel Regulatory Commission (NRC), the Mutual Atomic Energv
. h,hintdse pmbdity of long term contaminadon of propertyReinsurance pool and the American Nuclear insurers.%,

L b nnosure to sudden accidental escape of radioctive They are referenced in the Bibhogrnphy at the end of thisi

[pBeh'y Eh # om the subject of protemnon hem radiation har chapter.
+ eenes special consideration, especially the proce- The " Defense in Depth" philosophy. which calls fory ~i

e,n the must be followed during emergencies. the provisions that follow, is applicable to both power and
r

research reactors Those provisions are:enm47
""" M 3 NUCLEAR REACTORS 1. Fire prevenuon.

2. Quick detection and suppression of fires that occur,
.c mau. clear reactor is a device or assembit for ininatmg1 Designing the plant to limit the consequences of 6te.i]'

> tunable fuel (uranium or plutonium). Nuclear reactors

A nu
tainmg a contmhed nudear chain reactmn in a

k. n uwd to pmduce energy, to study the Sssion process, or Heat Removal
f *' y gmture radioactive materials within the reactor or in a
\ j - venal exposed by the reactor's radiation or radioactive All nudear reactors. even very low power training or

' mies Basically, nuclear reactors may be divided into research reactors, pmduce heat while operating. This heat

i f ru cudvar power reactors of large size, up to 3,500 MW either must be dissipated or used, depending upon the
errawts thermall or 1,100 MW(e) (megawatts electri. amount produced and the purpose f or which the reactor is

3(J u' ani(21 research reactors that operate at power levels intended.
-

Mt a few watts to many megawatts. In 19fi5, there were
sic;*rafmg or near operating nuclear power reactors and Reactor COntrO}

^p . er a%honal 30 nuclear power reactors with construction Reactor control systems and safety systems are of
,

permm m the United States alone; Construction of many utmost importance. The control system' design is fitted to
10$en rm been delayed-some mdehnitely. Dozens of the technical characteristics of the reactor and is capable of

q -srmri reactors are now operaung. but in general the producing power changes at acceptable rates. The control
sect of research reactors is not increasing system design also makes it possible to produce ands

3 -
- hutirar reactors that include a contamment vessel maintain the desired power level within the reactor in

prenne egmpment, and heat removal equipment can be such a way that excessive temperatures are avoided. Theg( = iarve as the largest fosstl fueled electrical peneratinK sdMy svr, tem, which is an addluon to the control system,
; A mu Most research reactors, however, are so small that is adop' red to the characteristics of the reactor 'in thei

y mav occupy only one small corner of a room in a instrument and control system. It responds to signals from,

| 'y y u allaboratory budding at a reseanh facihty or colleg" the instruments by automatic operation. in order to pre-
~

,

y y |. wus 'lherefore, the magnitude of hazard presented bs vent operational iariables from exceeding safe limits. On
*t nd of reactor varies considerably erroprtate sicnals, the safety system warns of incipient4, anous nahonal,and international groups have mt performance chances and, if necessary, shuts down the

,

j ,

W trie need for Ine protechon reqmrements for nu- gg ge >

,;

*' A reactor becomes " critical" when the total rate of
_57 P1 o Emun cme Manner im the Mutud prnduchon of neutrons, under control conditions. is such'

'

% i ta m kemsurant e 'pM Norved M A that self sustaining reactions occur Control methods must'

( ,

i ? .
10-|31
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e

' he rapid and wmute and cr* ted trnm hte m e 'he im e to <ct erelv litml all t ombustible matenals n,%t I., ,a Tbcontrol system a sital to the adequate tunt nonire and ute i omtruction. Metal formwork statiolding. platforms % bte ur-operation of the reactor. tt e protetnon or the tontrm room w as t etc are preferable to wood The use of wnrx1 g s arnt. .cablew ays, einere* ru.s pow er suppis , .md +>t trn ath or -stensne <psantities is limited to those kirids of wrn.h eraton tichydrauhcativ operatrui y pment n of prime impcrtam e appropnately treated to reduce mhetent combut.titnhty no of a becProtection for .... _ . -os should be tuik < ormstent u tth Ome sp? cad ratings. ;es of atonthat used in wmputer rooms t ontamma sital ret ords insallation of utilities and equipment in the contam hah ener
ment s essel reymres speual care so a low level of romb% raphv. m

Construetion ProNems pbWs n maminined. sin e reactor equipment must me i% psn, in a
hich levels of quality assurant e, reactor equipment that b. stbn. T!!-

*

fire reconb todicate that one of the more vulnerable been subjectec to fire and smoke damage is much more lileF ty of the
i

petiods for fire damwe m the hfetmie of a large reac tor to require replacement than similarly exposed equipmentle 's power -s>stersuch as found in nucicar power plants-emts normal industnal installationt Special efforts are necessers .. Certun "taduring the construction stue. (See Fie 10 mal Decause to reduce the usual accumulation of packing cases cartant . rded by
the construction of such a plant usually reqmras many insulation. etc, to an acr eptable level. This may tala the eqmpne3 ears, the construction haards acquire a nearly perma- form of conducting all uncrating operabons outside tfe tions to ,

'

nent status and should be < onsidered as d thes were to be cont,nnment vest.el and providtng special handling deurs presennpermanent. to transport unpackaged items into the vessel. ical equ tr
ptions. Son

'
_ _ Re<.carch Reactors as liquid

In general, these may present particular problems da, derable qu
to their location in existing buildings (which are some swutmn sn
times of combustible construction), and the use of rnuta ble presen,

.~1 |'* - ~ combustible loading in the form of paraffin shielding, uj cmhne
! finishes, and instrumentation. Combustibles should b, Industrial ,s '

Y' eliminated wherever possible. For example, water can o. chemical% d used in place of paratfin. Where combustibles cannot be lasucs pmd
- c!iminated, automatic sprinkler protection should be pre DI PdG a *

,

vided. Supervision of constructiaNoperating personnel u Ion ano' '1 especially im9artant because a number of different oper. d include
'

e' - I ating gro' ps may be involved with a single reactor. stible tT-u
,

.

kombustiblegp Wag, and the

M- Eedal as poss'
t RADIATION MACHINES n!dha consn

.

|
Radiation machines include mechanical and electnral hdd be prc,

|.
N-

.

devices that produce or make use of subatomic parucles 8 { Rounts of cortp electromagnetic radiation. or both. X ray machines a i e protection -
'

usad !n radiography, therapeutic treatment. and in stuJ
~

pcal equipr
*

5 a' of the bhwior of radiation and its effects upon maten* ., idN. particle uccelerators, while a source of radiation, are F 1\
4 marily devices for imparting extremely high energies , ITIE,. % .i %Y- tT* J subatomic particles which enter and alter atomic n# *q

. . . - .w 4

r/G.1017A. Nuclear fac//ities are most ru/nerab/e to fire thereby providing the means for developing basic inforce
damage durmg con struction. a periodohes era! years. and thu' Y The type ettion c' ncerning the structure and behaviot of n#*o a

requin a good ronstruc tion firesu/ete prorrom.

Gamma ray sources in the form of radioactive isotepc'y#g
1 but also
als depen

employed in radiography equipment. This equipment
produce intense radiation. The use of isotopes as d "* g **,lenal ane

of radiation is not discussed in this chapter. (g * levelsPower reactors present unique fire protection prob-

*$. ant fire or
lems during construction since they requi.e a containment X Ray Machines P""'nt thanvessel as a Anal protection system. Construction tech. the imamw

hd upon th<
,

niques require the containment structure to be built early beept for the radiation hazard while in use a

during the project = This means that much of the subse', hazards of X ray machines are mainly the bazar g gleyigy inv,gvpi
uent reactor construction takes place inside a large vessel potential and high enerry electrical equipment. \ As f the rac,,

htontainment
o

at has limited exits for evacuation and limited Gro down, there is seldom any appreciable residual g
fighting access. In addition. the vessel contines smoke and to interfere with fire f ghting or salvage operatio g
other products of combustion, u hich creatly im reases the though no llammable gases or hazardous amounts y 7,, to y
difficulties of evm uation and manu.d tire fightine A good mable liquids are ordinarily needed to opera j

| construction firesafety program stnuid ensure that all machines, they are ftrquently encountered in
- W!s shouiee

f anti.We eHnts of radiat,o i on a wide variety of sub -

fui ,,y,
ds,

penetrations of the containment venel suitable for evac u. i

ation remain open and usable dunne the permd that other
construction is taking pla,P within the v"sel. ,artic|c dCeeler.itors 4" 'Nuta mu'%mg (g,

Dua to the lumted ai t eu for fire tightmg and the lac k of Particle accelen tors include Van de Graaif W"#
normal s enting powibilihes for '.moke uni cases. it n imper. Unear accelerators, cyclotrons, synchrotrons, beta #),g%

h dis si fie,:

+
.

_ L ; ,. p m e% da a . + .e
' WA W'
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NUCLEAR FACILITIES 10-123
-

% 7

,,on. '"he machines are used, as the name irnplies to Benches
mednna,g Benthes are used generally for handling relatively

[g,, tcrp various charged atomic particles to tremendousand, consequently to high energy levels. I artitle small arnounts of alpha or beta emitting materials requit,r,
wrq g

, preors f urnish scientists with atomic particles. in theing little or no shielding when handled with gloved handsof g W a beam, which may be utilized for fundamental m torgt No special ventilation for the bench is provided
-

bihty
' .. of atomic structure, in addition, arcelerators fur. in most nstances and its use is thereby restricted to

e cog 6 herh energy radiation which may be utilized for materials which will r et r:asil> become airborne.'*
noncombustible construction

" gg,jphy, therapy, or chemical processingrticle act.elerators emit rhdiation only while inwith a nonpmms conununs worung surface which can
' n es & uI to

<

Inest c
'Femn. Attempts to extinguish a hre in the immediatebe decontaminakd casup UsuaHy one m two lams ofit that i
#'"or of the machine should be delayed until the ma. N uing paper on the bench top to absorb small spills will .toreig

power supply can be disconnected. n t increase materially the nre hazard.
ipme:g; #"[e,,rtain " target" materials become radioactive whennoteq

s,mbeded by atomic particles. and for this reason moni. g*A taV
;me equipment should be used during firr fighting Hoods, sometimes referred to as " fume hoods," are/Id8tk

21 side th - p,nons to estimate the radiatmn harard The usual similar to benches cuept for the addition of an enclosure
4 de% a presented by particle acceluators is largely the of and exhaust system f o: removing upors. The nature of the

umral equipment. There are. however, some important operations conducted within the hood may require a filterdg,epnnns. Some installations tne such hazar ous mate, system to prevent the spread of radioactive materials.
+
p

g e liquid hydrogen or other flammable materials in Futers with a low degree of combustibility are desirable.M_
derns d i mn.iderable quantities. Large amounts of paraffin are used

g

y, neutron shielding purposes. Another factor is the Glove Boxesue sd
of midt. poble preser.cc of combustible oils used for insulating The term " glove box" refers to a system designed to

.nd coolingfing.g Industrial applications for particle accelerators in, can'ain materials, generally alpha radiation emitters,
hould f thide chemical activation. acceleration of polymerization which present little or no eiternal radiation hazard but
er r.any

m platics production and the sterilization and preserva' which con present a serious problem if they become
;annot @h ten of packaged drugs and sutures. The general fire airborne. Glove boxes may be large and used in a wide

pmiecnon and prevention measures for these machines variety operations inv'olving flammable liquids andld be pc
.

3

should include the use of noncombustible or limited gases, combustible solids, and toxic materials. The sides?sona,j g
ent ep y cornbustible (Type 1 or Type ill construction housing. are fitted with long rubberlike gloves which permit manual

nnncombustible or slow burning wiring and interior fin. operations to be conducted without personal contact with
*~tor.

uhmg. and the elinunation of as much other combustible the hazardous materials. Special ventilation and fire pro-
meerial as possible. (See NFpA 220 Standard on Types of tection systems are usually necessary. (See Fig.10178.),

*

hildmg Construction.) Automatic sprinkler protection
el should be provided in areas containing hazardous }. lot Cells
trticl amounts of combustible material or equipment. Special A hot cell is a heavily shielded enclosure in which
hines fire protection should be provided for any high voltage gamma emitting radioachve materials can be handled by
m stu electrical equipment. persons using remote manipulators while viewing the

operation through shielded windows or periscopes. Hotmate

FACILITIES HANDLING RADIOACTIVE
cells are constructed preferably of noncombustible mate.t are
rials and c ntain the minimum amount of combustiblesiersi

te nu hiATERIALS consistent with operational requirements.
: info in addition to all of the fire and explosion hazards of
if ma The type of equipment used to process radioactive giove boxes, hot cells also present i . eased damage po-
itopes materials depends not only upon the work to be per. tential due to the nature of the high gamma ray producing
nent inrmed.but also upon the degree of hazard associated with materials used. The safeguards recommended for glove

the material and the process it is to undergo. Materials boxes apply equally to hot cells. Where very high gammat a so
with low levels of radioactivity and with little or no radiation levels are encountered, consideration must also
mhetent fire or explosion hazards require less protective be given to the possible failure of containers as a result of
equipment than others. For purposes of personnel protec. radiation damage.hon the amount and Lind of shielding required will
depend upon the types of radiation emitted as well as the

RADIATION EXPOSURE
use,

is of a2Vuy involved. In addition, the chemical and physical
lhen nature of the radioactive materials will dictate the degree
radhi of r.entainment necessary, as well as the construction Radiation injury.

-

tons. materials necessary in the' containment system. All equip. The harmful eff ect of radiation is due to its ability tos of ment to be used for handling and processing radioactive
ionize the atoms present in the various compounds whichte X matenals should be designed to minimize fire and explo-
compose the body. How the radiation actually damaces thetudin smn patentials as well as to protect personnel against hving cells is not exacdy known. Unfortun'ately, t'he hu.unca,

hermiul radiatmn exposure and prevent damage to prop- man bodv has no defense mechanism against ' radiation:
* D3 contamination.There are many types of equipment nor can nuclear radmtion be detected by any of the fiveN systems for handhng radioactwe materials, but most ~

Mrs, me be class fied as either benches, hoods. glm e tmes. or senses. Thus, it is possible for an individual to receive a,

severe exposure to radiation without knowing it. This*05 hm ulk
''1

- -- _ " " ' - - - - ~ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _
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particular ronurn m : ire suuanons, .n tire richtrn opued in f 3m
other emereenty pe rsonnel may he conf ronted with wih i usandtd" I'"w c-. i
material in the fumes dust. smoke and eases hberated hWilatwn snou, h

* j. *
a tire in wtuch rmhoacute materials are involved*

^*% A hard and last rule should he mandated that wt
ulexpo.sure u,

yher means.s i

i antained breathing apparatus ISCB Al is to be used when g preem e "IQ t:e -

,,*

N.L ' 7 N Y. eur exposure to <urbormi radwhon is a possibihg terne radioau.raki ghN Maximum Pernumb'e Concentranons (MPC) of vanom und. and radu.

radioisotopes in or and w ater are cominonly stated u
} ne pot hmits intended to appiv to persons who a;e continuove f M##,

'

esposed to the concentranons named Corocquentiv. N DePartmt' ' ~ '1

d concentrahons are far below the exnosures which tonMs I Emcwenn +d ;

p
roterated for intrequent esposurr ks would most often v be tolerable t'.]

7
' % j the case with fire righters or emercs v workert Acactive mau

Apparatus is avadabie for talmg a sample at ni
i essary rey[ -Q 4tmosphere The number of radioactne enussions in *.

d q( " 2 % *f , air can he counted with an appropriate counting mstr> ? '}'*g h. p. *

.

, ,

, [3 ment. From these counts. the euent to which the partita gg,
-

s

N _-
- Q tt

'

{ y lar atmosphere is contammated can be determined. isee ir.h as search b
y ,

j3 e q F4 to-17Cl .scy to prewn

h( ( h)
i 1 Q Any space normally or cupwd bv persons not pnme acnerous perso

huld not excetf
.'

'S fences, where it.
I -

' h'' M Is pittect facil!!P

M@D%N arttrol fires, it i

k M8k tt whole body

& isy be applied.a J

fl010~ t78= A Qpicalglace har shoesingglos es ettending from hnher exposure'

the ports in the cirwmg *sindow at left. Note the portab/c fire ,k. ?I905ule may D*
e stinstuisher adopted for diuharge into the bos through afred af' $1ipment.piping arrangement.

Ap Extemal ex\
pacy cc he \us

danger requires that < ime form of instrumentation be used 3 - f m urny maers w.
to detect radioactivity - -

,

auted disinteg
The amount of iniury t 3 a person frenn radiation varies ' te dosimeter h

with the type of radiation, how much of the body has been hand dose rate ai
exposed, and whether it is a one time exposure or an also availabb
accumulation of exposures to small amounts of radiation. . 4 N radiati
Injuries from excessive exposures ma a N '

late infor:ent for days, weeks, months, or years.y not become appar.
-

2 ~

[ * A rescue pr
Radiation experts report that, similar to many poten.

~ <ontained b

s ; !atemal ran
tially hazardous materials, any expost.re to radiation, .

W
dh. i ents indeither e. sternal or internal. has some element of risk, which

..

si . Linay be too low to be measurable. Certain exposures are
believed to be-of reasonahic risk balanced against the Fpg 9 Fi.
benefits from any activity using radiation exposure, such W ':*

}
as medical and dental uses of radiation Since the human

~

d d'
.

,

* *g
race has evolved on a planet which has ahvavs been .- j fehg

'radioactive from the naturally occurring radinisotopes in TS*

%the air, soll. and water. it is probable that a low "back, M j%,hamds he
v-

ground" radiation is tolerable, The controsersy on radia- f simdar
tion exposure concerns the additional amounts that mav {&ctbe tolerable by humans. Standards have been set with the 4aA'""b

th"
objective of lowering risks to the best pracutable levels. , 4 - ' I" N* 'p t

Eosuble int*bOccupational Exposure from Radiation in Air
,

* ,g %e presenca' ; e

antg gsater
%.% /<tT> .

3 "EnsMble in
Y 'd radiat

_ _'n,n,

4 y -

Radioloviral authorities base
- - '

et serv low lumts of ,,y m g
(oncentrations of rmitoisotopes m air and water based on r ,hiaminat ii k de kh'P#'i

e

qu:mtitics whi< h may be mhaled or mgested Lomplet"
'

DoA #idge Nationu/ /nhorutver /he meters ure /0r /d'#
truin / bottom row ut le/t/. thermn/ neutrons / bottom /".$,1Engggamm, attitreatment of the submi t would require < onsideration of

i
.

right/. bc/a.commu trup enw /c/t/. und /vr a/pha part""'y%maumum permissible
< on entrations m both ait and '' ' E '

water, but the problem ot airborne < ontentrations u of rms right| n ith on alpha ,uints//ation detector at teP '' ' [ k num "\
girture. ment ur

,

- r

.
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%,,,, _7,

d to f.evere radmactive contamination imm
didental et,.

gged in radiatlon work should not be subWie (ape of radioactive substanret
,,gnable radiation levels; also a person outside the Radiological contamination muy not stay in onereh,y
,,,1;ation should not be subjet'ed to ev essh e radiationarca--it can sift through openings or ventilating systems inq

steg

j e sposure through contact with radioactive weste or the forrn of dust or vapor, and spread the radioactive
, g,her means. Air should be monitored contmuously formaterial throughout a structure. Careless movement of

i

- presence of radiation from fixed sounes or from persons through a contaminated area could abo spread
ng

e radioactive metter. in emergencies, alarms should contamination to an uncontaminated area4
ibil wm d by available com- Once a surf ace has become contaminated, a decision

. fafh _ ,,mi and radiation levels be rn orde'

,,, ul mstruments. must be rnade as to how the particular contarninating
sted g , material in to be removed, if this is possible, Vacuum__

. gc Department Radiahon b.
. .

posures cleaning can sometimes be used to remove radioactiveuow

I mergency exposures are usually allowed to exceed dust from building surfaces. If vacuum cleaning is used,
j

* folerable to persons who work continuously with however. absolute fibers must be used on the exhaust.mly
ftg ave materials In an ernergency can, such as a Hosing with water can be used on some surf aces. Cleaning

',.wcrary rescue operation, it is considered accepta with soap and detergents is often a hand operation whichble for''

og Nc nposure to be raised, within limits, for single doses, must be carried out with continuous checks on the amountg,k % National Council on Radiation Protection and Mea.of exposure that may be tolerated by the persons doing thelife saving action, cleaning. Sand or vacuum blasting can be used on some;" 5 g.rment has recommended that in a
% ,, y, n t. earth for and removal of injured persons or for surfaces and paint may cover alpha contamination.~

,f' N ,.dn to prevent conditions that would injure or kill

k ,,,,Memus per ons, the planned dose to the whole body3 Plant Fire Protection Organi:ation
-

k n,nuld not exceed 100 rems. During less stressful circum.nees, w here it is still desirable to enter a hazardous area
plant fire protection force is recommended, in nuclear

in properties where atomic energy is a factor, an in

,,,pmtect f acilities, eliminate further escape of effluents.orreactors and many other such plants,24 hriday routinesc untml fires, it is recommended that the planned dose i
; - w whole body should not exceed 25 rems. These rules

must be maintained for handling fires and emergencies(
m be applied to the fire fighter f or a single emergency; Plan for Handling Firestamer exposure is not recommended. Internal radiation

e

- nposure may be guarded against by adequate respiratory In plants involving a nuclear reactor, radiation ma-,

chines, and in other facilities handling radioactive mate-eppment.
External exposure at the time of a single fire emer. rihls, the problems affecting decisions on how best to dealT

",
gerte can be judged by the use of commercial radiation with a fire or other emergency are not those types oft
innev meters which measure radiation in roentgens or by problems that can be solved by si nply calling the public
ceurited disintegration rates, or by the close observation ofBre department. As many decisions as possible must be

'

tne dosimeter indicators carried by individuals, pocket made with respect to the types of fire or emergency to be''

s,ied dose rate alarms, which can be' canted on the person, expected-and these decisions must be made well in|
are also available.These give an audible signal dependent advance. The particuler fire fighting and personnel safety
upon the radiation intensity. Film badges do not provide measures to be taken may involve shutting down or"

isolating parts of the plant or individual equipment items.iramediate information
A rescue procedure which would combine external The areas where special procedures aru necessary must be'

srid internal radiation exposure is usually not attempted. identified and the procedures for these special areas thor-
Selbcontained breathing apparatus shoul'd be used when oughly understood by all plant! facility personnel.
nutrumtms indicate the presence of ariy airborne radia. Fire / emergency arrangements include provisio% for

prompt notification of the public fire department, ususlly,
= bon

through a pubile fire alarm signal box. However, the plant
fire prote: tion department must preplan fire fighting oper-FIRE PROTECTION

.
. ations with the local fire department so that the locnl

As noted previously, substances and operations in. department will be properly coordinated with the plant'snivmg radioactive substances or devices presenting radi-
4

s:mn hazards have the same fire end explosion features a5 mvn emergency plans. Emergency planning should h-

tause of similar materials and operations without radiation clude measures to prevent the spread of contammation
,

raurds The loss caused by bre. explosion. and accident is and to promptly decontaminate the area in case of acci.

aNed by the presence of radiation or of radioactive dental release of radioactive substances.
Fire fighters and other emergency personnel operating,

j wstances in the following ways: in areas where radiation exposure is a danger must be fully
ionible interference with manual fire fightme due to trained and provided with suitable protective clothing.i
the presence of harmful radiation or possible critical, Respiratory protective equipment is a must, and compe-
M of radiation levelt tent radiological advisors. equipped with instruments for
Pomble increased delav in salvage and m normal measuring area and local exposure. are necessary to guide
usumption of operations due to the necessity of de. emergeng personnel Dosimeters or other instruments for

u . .

mmammation of bulkhncs, eqmpment or materials recording each individuaPs accumulated radiation expo-
'

* sure are helpful
n* kntamination of Property A nuclear reactor site must base a cenemus water'

supph to latilitate hre control and decontatnination oper.b i% t'uddinct land. ad important equipment c an auont Facilmes muu also be prearrneed f or safe daposal'k ,aah le kmg penom of ume tm ause 01
.q
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~ ;
for storage of water that may be c ontammated. The use of

flammable mis. plastics. foam insulations. and oth r m,.nontombustible matenals for reai tor buildings and equip-
ment will help to atmd airnpin ations of fire haurdt Ior terints that generally require copious quantities of %,,,

example, all fitush materials used for decoratise. acousti, for fire extinguishment. Where such mised hazards nm g

tal, or insulatiori purposes should both be noncombustible it is imperative that carefu! consideration be given to th.
[and easy tr, decontaminate. potentials for a failure in one system to cause a faihire og

The hazard of a reactor structure exposing other build- the incompatible system. In such cases, either protm una i
,

Ings to radiation is prevented by approprute distance systems must be provided that can ensure the extmruish. 7
ment of fire in either system before it can cause a ruptur. -separation or fire barriert To prevent exposure to the
of the other system or a single protection system (such areactor, it is always appropriate to r,eparate shops and inertingl must be developed that is adequate for eith,, !

service spaces from the reactor equipment and structure
harard. The difficulties inherent in such problems wamot

'

Itself. Wiring ducts in doors intro iuce an opportunity for :
tne spread of fire or of contaminated liquid or gas from one the most thorough hazarJs analysis at the earliest design fstaces.
rpate to another. Good duct seals separiste one space from
another. Subassembly or other operations in the prepara.
tion of fuel clernents for reactors is carn,ed un in work gjyjgppg, }
areas separated from the reactor in such a way that fir"
cannot reach the war. tor space. NFPA cades. standards. Recommended Practices and stanaela i

Isee the latest Mnl codes and Standaeds Cata/or for aus
Equipment for Fighttng b,,res ability of current editions of the following documents.1

,

!'
Automatic sprinkler systems or specially designed WA R **M h M*e * MPd "'piped water sprav systems are the F.rst choice for fire protec. NPPA 4 8 S'""d"'d I"' 'h' S'"' "" H "d h "8 ""d I'""'''* ' "

hchapter duhamtion in any location where fires teay occur in nuclear reactor
['("ndord on Automahc Fire Deterrnts. al discharce. ar

'

plants, properties housma radiation mar.hines, and facilities gyp 3

har.dling radioactive materials. Sprinklers can operate wita NFPA no. Standard on Types of Buildmg Construction _ad explosion ct

full effeutiveness under rcdiation or contamination condb NvpA 2s5. Standard Atethod of Test of Surface Burnmit charx ed Gulds are t-
'

1

tions that would make approach by fire fighters impossible. tenstics of Dudding Alatenalt twed
In spaces where water used in fire fighting would be NFPA 259. Standard Test Stethod for Potential Heat of Balm''8 j Section 5. Cstaterials.

subject to iossible contamination, the collection and dis. NFPA 48t, Standard for the Production. Processing. Har@c hal informatn;

osal of t ils water must be irovided for in the local and Storage of Titansurn- % ishing agenD
acilities: this means the faci ities should have water, NFPA m. Standard for the Production. Processing. Handl*8 A ter 5. For

proofed finors and controlled floor drainage. Substantial "" " 8 "'" gg,g
tapacity of such drainage systems would be required if gyp 3 go e oQsn d Fi e Protection Practice for Facihnen knau of hiine-
hose streams and inanual fire fighting were necessary. By Handling nodioactive Ataterials. t
contrast, sprinklers or a specially designed spray system NFPA 802. Recommended Fire Pmtection Practice for NucW j
would require relatively modest amounts of water for fire Fesearch Reactors. f.;
flehting. NFPA 803. Standard for Fire Protection for 1.ight Water Nurint i

Poner Plants. THE M.
If a fire occurs in a containment vessel during~ con- f

struction, the difficulties of access and visability warrant Additional Readings 4,

the provision of temporary fixed automatic extinguishing Metalworkin

systems when combustibles cannot be effectively con- (1L 5a6. Test Performance of High Efficiency Particulate M dg$*'*['"'""i

trollod. Temporary interior hose stations and an ampin Filter Units. Underwriters laboratories Inc. Northbnet

supply of portable extinguishing equipment should be m dered as|

within easy reach in all portions of the vessel. Because of ASTM E136. Standard Test Method for Behavior of Atagenal m e g k Coolan
the smoke confinement potential, only very fast manual Verricc) Tube furnace at 750'C. American Socicar l'8 _ 80lutions to !

.

g
response may be effective, hence the available manual fire Testing and Msterials. Philadelphia. PA. j ste necessar'
fighting equipment should be in excess of normal con.

IEEE 383. Standard for Type Test of Class IE Ele etnc Cobh g,a gtle motor m
Splices and Connections for Nuclear Power Gen ,

%_t4trologaca. multimostruction practice to insure the cadlest response. Stations. Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engin
New York. NY.

a
. M em.{ncompatible Maten. ls NCRP 30. Safe Handling of Radioactive Atatenals NDS Hofdh* , Though theI

92. The National Council on Radiation ProteddCareful design anulvsis is required to reduce the fire Measurement.1964. .htt:ble. tb rE
protection problems inherent in the use of materials that NCRP 38. Protction Against Neutron Hadiation. The N,np %Ings.can per
are incompatible in fire situations. As an example, the Council on Radiation Protection and Measuremeal j gg

Icontemp}cted use of Ilquid metal as a reactor NCRP 39. Basic Hadiation Protection Critena. The Nationd ]g
,

,

d
coolant! moderator retIuires special extinguishin8 s> stems 'd " N'#d" '*"'"d**'""'**"''
not compatible with water. In fact, the possibility of a Standards of the U.S. Nucicar Hegulatory Commissmn. cW' # $ thips and a

,

g

water hquid metal reaction may justify the exclusion of Federal anulanons. Part 20. chapter 1. Title W p ' Manenus ten
water Systems from the area. If such a decision is made. Government Printing Df6ce. Washington. DC.

however, it imposes severe limitations on the presence of Nuclear Saferv. Ibimonthly), tis cmernment Print"" "# . Nide sourt esb
Washington, DC. p% den a

%hustion.

$N-
,,'y% uunn. 'ipn :
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9
O 1988 NFPA. All Ryht R ese rved

NFPAB02

Recommended Fire Protection Practice for

Nuclear Research Reactors

1988 Edition

his edition of NFPA B02, Recommmied Fire Protection hacticefor Nuclear Research Rear-
son, was prepared by the Technical Committee on Atomic Energy, and acted on by
the National Fire Protection Association, Inc. at its Annual Meeting held May 1618,
1988, in los Angeles, California. It wu issued by the Standards Council on June 8,
1988 with an eficctive date of June 28, 1988, and supersedes all previous editions.

ne 1988 edition of this dxument has been approved by the American National
Standards Institute.

Changes other than editorial are indicated by a verti:al rule in the margin of the
pages on which they appear. These lines are included as an aid to the user in identify-
sng changes from the previous edition.

Origin and Development of NFPA 802

This recommended practice was tentatively adopted at the Annual Meeting in May
1958. As a result of suggestions received during the period of its circulation, new text
was added in the sections on the Boiling Water Reactor and on Educational and Train-
ing Reactors, and at was adopted in May 1960, as revised. A completely revised and
updated edition was adopted in May 1974. Revisions in the 1983 edition induded the
substitution ofiordzing in place of gamma to include other types of radiation to which
one may be exposed. Changes to this edition indude a caution to special prt.blems which
may be caused by graphite reactors. Other chan s are editorial in nature to allow this
document to comply with the NFPA Manual Style.

O

O

'
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eq.,,pm,ni o, ma.cn.as. ihr authnni, hanne pn.s.unn me, La, enumerate a number of identifiable problems which base

D anepian,, on cornpharne .nh Ni P A ' *' h'' ''P" ta* '' '' a n a specific bearing on fire proecction
dards in tne abscrire of such standart$s. sano authority mas re-
quire endente of prtter instajlaut n. pn cedure or us, n,
suihoney hann, ,un.1.n-n ma, aJm refer io th, k.mn t,, Latans 2 2 Fire Controf Problems Due to Radiation Efieeti,
pracuces of an organisanon son <erned =nh prtduce es ajuanons

2 2.1 It should be kept in mind that almost every nuclearwhuh n in a pos i,en to deiermme compiarx, .uh appropna,,
standanti for the curnni prtduction of haied sierns reactor will have areas of miense radioactivity associated

with it. In fire fighting operations, it is essential not to dis-

D Authority flavingjurisdiction. The "authonty hav. turb any paa of the structure which is provided for shield-
ing jurisdiction" is the organization, office or individual ing from radiation In many cases the tarSets are them-,

responsible for " approving" equipment, an installation or selves radioactive and the shielding may be combustible.
a procedure.

2 2.2 During fuel element changes or when the reactor
NOTE: The phrase "authonty hanng junsdicten"is used in is oPer.ed, the potential for radiation exposure to person.
NFPA documenu in a betal manner amce yurudactions arvi "ap- nel is increased. Specialized shielding equipment, remote

D preval" agennes vary as cb> their responsabihties Where public handling devices, and protected storage casks or water
safety is 3,rtsnary, the "authoesty hanng funsdxton" may be a pools are used to reduce this potential tor exposure io a
federal. state, kxal or other rt eional department or andmdual such minimum.
as a f re cluef, fire marshal. cluef of a fire prevenom buttau. lator
department, health department. buikling offcal &ctnca) inspec. 2 2.3 There is always the E ssibility, under emerEencytor, or others havmg statutory authority. Foe msursace purposes.
an inaurance inspection departrnent, ratmg bureau. or <<her in, conditions, that adm.sttance of personnel to the area hous-
surarwe company representauve may be the "authonry having ing the reactor or process areas would be forbidden due
jurudietion." In'thany csrtumatances the property owner or bn to high radiation levels or due to radioactive matenals in
demgnated agent aisumes the rtie o(the "authonry havtngjunahc. dust or vapors which would be dangerous to mhale or in-
tion". at government maallations. the comrnandang o(Ticer or gest. It is essential that complete preplanning be carried
deparunental ofrcial ma, te the "authoney havmg jun**ctica " cut between the public fire department and the reactor

management: where and how, and to what extent the
Labeled. Equipment or materials to which has been public fire department would be called upon to function,

attached a label, symbol or other identifying mark of an
organization acceptable to the " authority havingjurisdic- 22A It is important that reactor operations management
tion" and concerned with product evaluation, that main- recognize that m those areas in which fire fighting forces
tains periodic inspection of production of '.abeled c:uip* may not be admitted under some accident situations, com-

D ment or materials and by whose labeling the manufacturer plete reliance must be placed on proper design, use of non-
tndicates comphance with appropnate standards or per- combustible materials, and built in fixed protection.
formance in a specified manner.

2 2.5 The permissible radiation to which fire Sghters and
Listed. Equipment or materials included in a list other emergency persennel may expose themselves is a sub-

published by an organtzation acceptable to the " author- ject on which no sir pie statement can be made. One kind
icy having jurisdiction" and concerned with product of exposure comes from external exposure to ionizing radia-
evaluation, that maintains periodic insprction of produc- tion. Another comes from radioactive substances which
tion of listed equipment or materials and whose listing may be inhaled or ingested. -

states either that the equipment or material meets ap-
propriate standa ds or has been tested and found suitable 2 2.6 The exact limits should be defined by the emer-
for use in a specified manner. gency program established for the particular installation.

Limits for routine workers, as defined in NRC regulations
NOTE: The means for idennfying liued equipment may varv applicable to NRC contractors and in the Code of Federal-for each organiaanon concerned with produci evaluanon, ee' Regulations, Title 10, Part 20, applicable to NRC licen-of which do not reccqnue equipment as bsted unless n is also
talried. De "authonry hanng junwhction" shouki utilire the sees, are based on continuing exposurt at those levels for^
cystem employed by the beting organisation to idennfy a hited a working lifetime it does not apply to emergency or once-
product. in a lifetime exposure. There are no mandatory limits in

this situation, although the Bureau of Standards, Ha&ok
Shal!. . Indicates a mandatory requirement. 39 recommended a 25-rem emergency exposure limit with-

out affecting the normally allowed accumulation rates for
Should. Indicates a recommendation or that which is workers. Some facilities have adopted 50 rems as an -ener-

'
advised but nos required. gency limit. On the other hand, the National Cou 4.a onm

O)
Radiation Prcnection Report No. 39, Basic Radiatics Pre-
tertion Criteria, suggests that under emergency conditions
which involve life saving actions the planned whole body
dose should not exceed 100 rems, and during other less

Chapter 2 Reactor Safety Considerations urgent emergencies, such as fighting fires, the planned
whole body dose should not exceed 25 rems. In emergency
situations such as fire fi hting, the actual exposures mayS,

21 General. While it is bevand the of this be uncertain and exposures should be controlled by thel
'

amount of good to be achieved,jun as for any cxher hazardpublication to discuss the entitt range of p ms asso-
ciated with the operation of reactors, it is appropriate to fire fighters are expected to face. The pertinent point is

~

'
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that the e%)miturl t hili ( a t br |IrrillitlNI irl crTWrtTnr} slium 2 3,3 |[, dunny g [ ire, an aWmbi) of bulonable magen,g
noni <an l= ro. int nines the neutmt d.n ahrt.d.n exp nun should becomt rrmcal. It could not rspleide hke an atomn
hmits and not pm a thrrat to the hh til the 6tt fichu r bomb siru r special conditmns are net enarv Int suc h an

explosmn. Exp riencr to date has show n that suc h reai-
2 2,7 The problem of meernal radiatior, exprere is en- uons base been self hmiting. bui do result in mmo,
tirrly different frorn ihr external exposurr problem arid distributi:iri of radioactive petuluvis over the irnenediair
estabbshmg hmiis for emergencin is impractuable m the- area actornparned by a brief, stry miense, burst of nuclear
fare of measunng difikulties inherent m emergencies. This radiation which could be lethal
is reallt no different than the problem presented by trying
to define mbalanon hmits for smoke, carbon rnonoxide, 2 3.4 Reariors are normally loaded with a quanuts of
and other products of combustion. Fortunately, the man- nuclear fuel greater than the minimum necessary to ob.

~

daiory ute of selfsontained breathing apparatus in radia. tain an initial self sustaining nuclear reaction. If loss of
tion emergencies can rnaterially reduce the problem. This coohng results in melting or other fuel displacement. it is
problem is discussed rnore fully in the AEC pubhcation unhkely thai a critical mass in a new form will resu;t. The
Liriy H'uh Radiation, Part 1, fundownfah, and Part 2, Fert actual amount of fuel may vary from as little as about one
Fmin Probru. pound to tens of thousands of pounds dependmg upon fuel

enrichment, fuel form, reactor type, and many other
2 2.8 Radioacuve rnaterials,like other paniculate mat- factors.
ter, msy be transported in the smoke of a Gre. IIdeposited
on the body or clothing, it can create a potential exposure
problem requiring decontamination procedures such as 2 4 Fire in Control Systems,
washdown. dothing removal, personnel showers, etc. 2 4.1 The possible effects of heat, smoke, and corrosis eEvery facihty shoulci have procedures for decontaminating gases on the operation of control systems r quire attentionclothing, personnel, and equipment that may be exposed i features of good pracuce and fire protecuon so as toin emergency situations minimize interference with operation of these systems, Fea-

2 2.9 While many facilities provide, and require, special '"I'.s fg d design include compartmentalization, mini-
coverells, shoe covers, etc. for all workers in the facility, immg c mbusuble matenals, and mstalianon of automatic
it should be remembered that this is an administrative con, Exed extmguishing systems. The physical separation of

ahunauve systems for control and safe shutdown of thevenience for plant operations, it does not provide a level react r should be considered and provided to the extentof radiation protection any greater than that provided by
a nre Gghter's turnout dodies. In no cme should emergency Practical.
response be delayed because of regulations intended for the . .

242 Dectncal control mechanisms involve combusti-administrative convenience of routine operations. Pref"e We msulati n. Hydraubc controls someumes mvolve com-
bem creas'hould include recognition of suc.h potential proi>-bustible Guids. The control panels may be exposed to firelanning s

damage iflocated near wood platforms or in spaces hav-

2 2.10 It is important that mover:ient of periorinel who N" #**8"O" #W
may cern contamination from contaminated areas to un-

2-4.3 If fire m.volvirg a reactor control system causescontaminated areas b: carefully controlled. Plans for such reactor shutdown, the need for contmued coohng of fuelcontrols should be included in the facilities' emergency
chm ents will be reduced, but will not, m most cases, be*5 *plans end fire fighting forces should be indoctrinated in

mated.the emergency systems.

2 3 Accident involving Fissionable Materials, 2 5 Loss of Coolant or Moderator-
23.1 The Assionable materials, uranium 233 and 235 2-5,1 Another type of possible accident might be the loss
and plutonium, should be used with pmvisions to prevent of either moderator or coolant in a reactor operated for a -

,

| the accidental assembly of fissionable materialinto critical time at or near full power. Suflicient residual heat might
i ' masses. remain in the reactor fuel elements to meh them. The
| possibility of this occurrence in research reactors is ex-
| 2-3,2 -Since water is a reflector and moderator of tremely remote.
! neutrons, it is theoretically po,sible that an arrangement
| of subcritical fissionable material could be made critical 2 5.2 he possibility of chemical reaction of core or
, by the intrtxtuction of water. Storage containers, shelving, coolant materials under conditions of equipment failure

end storerooms are required to be designed to prevent the must be taken into account. Coolant fires may, for exam-
accidental assembly of a critical mus. In many cases, the ple, result from leaks in sodium or organic coolant systems;
creas cre designed to be critically safe even when com- sodium water reactions may result from failures in sodium-
pletely submerged in water. Emergency planning should -r heat exchangers, and graphite may burn if air is in-.

mclude the effects of fire fighung water on such areas, as- j rtently intruduced into a very hot graphite core. Core
suming disruption of the contents by the accident or by design questions are involved in (fie choice of core
fire hoses. If manual fire fighting poses a potential hazard materials, in the prediction of chemical reaction and
under the worst conditions, then it is essential that any re- radiolysis rates in the core, and possibly in the selection
quired fire-extinguishin ofin core instrumentation for the detection of troublesomecutcnnuic in operanon,g capability be self<ontained and

|

chemical situations.

l

i inom t.an .
|
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BF. AM TESTED AS BE AM YESTE D FOR THE F LOOR FOR A BE AM WHEN
PART OF F LOOR SEPARATELY ASSE M B LY T ESTf D S.iPAR ATE LY

'i tv ;,.% 7

** - N, b
"~

., -

1 A B: h 2_

g t,>t2 BE AM A CAN BE REPLACED BY BE AM B IF 12 > '1
20; RULE 9 RULE 10
%v
"Y fig. M.!. Ilarmathy's ten rules offire endurance *

0 5 m. gypsum wallboard. if a wire mesh with 0,06 in.. test reports or listings. ( A hnish rating is defined as the time

Ii
diameter wire and I sq in. openings is fastened between the for an aserage temperature rise of 250"F, or a maximum rise
two sheets of wallboard. The NBCC also mcludes times for of 325'F on the unexposed side of the material.)
la:h and plaster protection. The times pisen in Table 3 8.1 In addition to the wood stud and wood joist framing, the
are based on the membrane's ability to remain in place 1985 NBCC assigns a time of 5 min to wood roof and floor
donng hre tests. The times assigned to the protective mem- truss assemblies with spacings of 24 in. Wood trusses are
brancs are not the "fmish ratings" of the material cited in assumed to consist of wood chord and web framing me mbers

not less than 2 x 4 in., nominal, and connector plates

TABt.E 3 6.1 Time Assigned to Protective Membranes fabricated from at least I.mm. thick galsanized steel with

Based on SBCson projectmg teeth at least 8 mm long.
The 1985 SilC' includes a provision for adding 15 min to

Desenption of hnish Time the hre resistance rating of wood stud walls, if the spaces
between the studs are hiled with plass fiber, rock wool, or

(*'") slag mineral wool batts w eighing not less than % lb'ft of wall2

surface. The 1985 NBCC' has deleted the glass liber insula.
i n! ug as r plywood, phenolic bonded 5 tion from the provision for lack of test data. There areYin Dougfas tir plywood, phenolic bonoed 10

* %9n Douglas tir plywood, pnenohc bonded 15 minimal requirements for the membrane on the side not
; L won Cypsum wallboard 10

i 'mn gypsum wallboard 15 TABLE 3-8.2 Time Assigned for Contribution of Wood
%4n gypsum wallboard 30 Frame Based on SBC8'
' rin type X gypsum wallbor . 25

*

b in type X gypsum watiboard 40 Time assignedl

Doubie b-in gypsum wallboard 25 Desenption of frame to trame
+ n + 4 in. gypsum wallboard 35 - -- - _ -._ - ---

Daubie win gypsum wallboard 40 (min)
*

Wood studs. Ifrin on center 20---

Wood floor and roof oists.16 in on certe' 10' 4rm.ev tuard shoutd be instained w t, the long diraeasion ra ale' to Pawng t
memtes in maks and perpeniticular to trawng memon s m ficor ce41.ng and
w ceeng assembbes. aN all pnts should tie tmished . u stuas shouid be normnal 2 in = 4 in : au toists should have a nominat
* triese values appty oWy when tramag memte<s are spaced a mammum on ineckness of at neast 2 in sna toacing between studs or psts sN>uid not
W in on conter exceed 16 in on center

'
_ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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5 SMOKE CONTROLul
y
:n John H. Klote-
#-1

:T A
Si

L' :.41 INTHODUCTION anJ oir conditioning OlVAC) sy stem, Generally, in a fire
Q utuation. str.oke mosement will be caused by a cornbination
4 in buildmg fire situauont smoke often flow s to loca- of these driving forcet The following subsections are a
7-ie tons rernote from the fire, threatenmg hfe and damatung discuwion of each driving force as it would act independent
pJ prope rt y. Stairw ells and cle s ator s frequently become of the presence of any other driving force.
JJ smoke. logged, thertby bkicking and'or and inhibiting es ac-

vanon. Tqay smoke is recognized as the major killer m fire Stack EfTect'

4!.rrj utuation'
. , When it is cold outside, there is of!cn an upward

in the late IW)s, the idea of using pressurization to mosement of air within builump shafts such as stairvellt
present smoke infdtration of stairwells started to attract clesator shafts, dumbwaiter shafts, mechanical shafts, org[,N ottention. Thn was followed by the idea of the " pressure mail chutes. This phenomenon is referred to as normal stack
sandwich," i.e., senting or eshauning the f're floor and efTect. The air in the building has a buoyant force because it,

y preuunzing the surroundmg floors. FNguently, the build' is warmer and less dense than the outside air. This buoyant
mp's sentilation system is used for thn purpose. The term force causes air to rise within the shafts of buildmpt The,

g " smoke control ' w as coined as a name for such spiems significance of normal stack elfect is greater for low ou' de
that use prenurization proslucea b) mechameal fans to limit temperatures and for tall shahs. Ilowever, normal stacki

* - smoke movement in fire situationt efTect can exist m a one story building.
Research in the field of smoke control has been con. When the outside air is warmer than the building air, a

ducted in Australia, Canada, F.ngland France, Japan, the downward airflow frequently exists in shafts. This down.
Umted States, and West Gcrmany. This research has con- wa.-d airflow is called reserse stack efTect. At standardsisted of field tests, full. scale fire tests, and computer simo. atmospheric pressure, the pressure difference due to either
lanont Man) buildmps have been built with smoke control normal or reserse stack eticct is expressed as,

:, sptems and numerous others base been retrofitted for
smoke control. i

In this chapter the term smoke is defined in accordance M = K, - - h (1)
4 with the American Society for Testing and Materials b 6

(ASTM 12 and the National Fire Protection Association.,

where..*
! AFPA)' definitions which state that smoke consists of the
t airbi rne solid and liquid particulates and gases evolved .\P = preuure ditlerence, in.11:0 f Pa)

w;wn a material undergoes pyrolpis of combusuon, To = absolute temperature of outside air, *R (KP
r 7, = absolute temperature of air inside shaft, *R (K)*

s SMOKE MOVEMENT ^"'""""''"b*''"*"""'P'""'I'("""
3 K, = coeflicient, 7.M (M60).

A smoke control system must be designed so that it is For a building 200 ft 160 m) tall, with a neutral plane at
not oserpowcred by the driving forces that cause smoke the midheight, an outside temperature of 0*F (-18"C) and an

,- mosement. For this reason, an undernandmg of the funda- inside temperature of 70*F (21"C), the maximum pressure
,' mental concepts of smoke movement and of smoke controlis

a prerequisite to intelligent smoke control design. The m;uor
, , gdnsing forces causing smoke movement are stack ellect.

commonly used h deugn enpneers. these wales are used esclu-bumane), expanuon, wmd, and the heatmg sentilating. sn el) m the dncumons in ihe text and in hgures. However, the
reader n caunoned to use atwolute temperatures in coleulations__

l >r John 11 Klote n 1 cader of Smoke Wnagement Research at w here such temperatures are stipulated

the ( enter f or hre Research of the Nanonal Bureau of htandards in The neutral plane n an clesation w here the hydrostatis"
,

~

bthersburg. sitt prenure inside equah that ouhide
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3144 DESIGN cal CULATIONS
-

TOP OF HUILDING 3 2 ~~

* J Pih . K/(T. l_.. ..l}- o b/
-

7.4 0 003 -

-

-

I6 - 0 002 -
,

-0
~

-
''

NEUTRAL PLANE E 6 T, = 75' F t24*C) .

HEIGHT - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

08 OM - # mp L{
h [ f. 6f118) D,j

- "1
.

0 - - y
~

w

P
BOTTOM OF BulLD!NG -08 0 00) -

NEGATIVE O POSITIV E -

y-.

_ ..

pPRESSURE OlF F ERENCE -16 - .o.007 i i t. 1 i i i

-40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 v.
Fig. ).9 l. (*ressure djerence luetw een an inside shaft and the outside fg
due to normal stack efect. O n

lit t fl!ttilt t t t!Itilltilit tlH llillt111If1111I
*

20 30 20 -10 0 to 20 30 40 so .cdifference due to stack etfect would be 0.22 in, f t:0 (55 Pa).
OUT$lDE TEMPERATURE.T tDEG C) ifhis means that at the top of the building, a shaft would base 0

.

a pressure et 0.22 in. H O (55 Pa) greater than the outside gj7 3.,,y, p,,,,,,e diference due to stack efect. X2

pressure. At the bottom of the shaft, the shaft would has e a y"
preuure of 0.22 in. H 0 (55 Pa) less than the outside

3 s
pressure. Figure 3-9.1 is a diagrar s of the pressure ditTerence air temperatures.* In this situation, the exterior stairwell J-between a building shaft and the autside, in the diagram, a temperature was considerably lower than the building tem-
positive prenure difference indicates that the shaft pressure perature. The stairwell was the cold column of air and other
is higher than the outside pressure, and a negative pressure shafts within the building were the warm columns of air. ,-

.

ditierence indicates the opposite. When considering stack effect, if the air leakage paths L
Stack etTectis usually thought of as e.sisting between the between a building and the outtide are fairly uniform with r

inside of a building and the outside atmosphere. Tt.e air height, the neutral plane will be located near the midheight of 7
moven,ent in buildings caused by both normal and teserse the building. However, when the leakage paths are not

4'tstack etTect is illustrated in Figure 3 9.2. In this case, the uniform, the location of the neutral plane can vary consid;

f,,pressure difference expressed in Equation I would actually etably, as in the case of vented shafts. McGuire and Tamura
refer to the prenure ditTerence between the shaft and the provide methods for calculating the location of the neutral
outside of the building. plane for some vented conditions. ~

Figure 3 9.3 can be used to determine the pressure Smoke movement from a building tire can be dominated
difference due to stack etTect. For normal stack etTect, the by stack effect. In a building with normal stack effect. the
term AP/h is positive, and the preuure ditTerence is positive existing air currents (as shown in Figure 3 9.2) can mose 7
above the neutral plane and negative below it. For reverse smoke considerable distances from the fire origin. If the 6re ,

stack etTect, the term AP/h is negatise, and the prenure is below the neutral plane. smoke moves with the building att ,

difference is negative above the neutral plane and posittse into and up the shafts. This upward smoke flow is enhanced ,

below it, by any buoyancy forces on the sm(ke exist ng due to IIS
,

in unusually airtight buildings with exterior stairwells, temperature. Once above the neutral plane, the smoke do*'
reverse stack etTret has been observed es en with low outside out of the shafts into the upper doors of the building. If th*

leakage between floors is negligible, the doors below the
neutral plane, except the fire floor, will be relatively smo]

_
NonMAL STACK EFFECT 1EVEnSE sr ACK EFFECT

free until the quantity of smoke produced is greater than G
#~"* ~"* ~~

- - be handled oy stack etTect flows.
~~ ~~ '' " Smoke from a fire located above the neutral planc d- -

carried by the building airflow to the outside through open'
" " ' '

- -

ings m the exterior of the building. If the leakage betwe']_. =. ., _ . . _ r _. - m,~.=- scorn AL PL AN(
- -- - Hoors is negligible, all doors other than the fire doof g
- l' remam relatisely smoke. free, ag:un, until the quan:ity

~ ~
-

- - smoke produced is greater than can be handled by '.t
,

'~ " " "

'~ " ~~ ~

,
. etfect flows. When the leakat;c between doors is G*''

Fig. 3 0 2. Anr movement Jue to normal rieft) and reverse stack ofect able, there is an upward smoke masement to the floo( *b0,,
trsch her: arrows sndstato direcnsa of air moument. the fite floor.
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28 Ilandling Radiation Emergencies* '

[t
Ir . here. For purposes of radiation protection such equipment may

} be classified as follows:
; 1. Filter Type Respirators: These are suitable only for dusts

a and not for radioactive gases and vapors. Italf mask respirators,
r when individually fdled and properly adjusted, will provide a protec-
{ tion factor of ten against radioactive particles that are air borne.
j. (The protection factor is the concentration in the ambient air divided

II by the concentration twing breathed inside the device.) Full respira.
T,, '/ ?! tors will provide a protection factor of 100.

'

~

3 2. Self contained Breathing Apparatus: In the demand mode af-(
_ b . . O ' ', .)$ ! protection factor of 100 is provided; while in the pressure mode,

_ .

G (,7 / r
,

|c. JU.; ,ff * , j the protection factor is unlimited.
S i i x ; .-

W.. . $ $$.<rldGA ; All of the protection factors given are those recommended bye.pyw a 9,V.~ 9.3 L R;.M: [ the NationalInstitute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH).r

1%M7- # &. ..wre:M&69%r~ [ci ;>w.,%.. L --

i.p: n
The Use of Survey Instruments-

- . a ;. x,;4 a r t

f. kh Yi[fi , %yMNN[",- q ~i
. . _

h-

~ " w.9% yQ gg.gk j There are certain practices and principles that are common to;

,76P,3 g; { correctly using any radiation survey meter. The meters should be'
.

f YE.%--y i kept in a locked cabinet or in such a way that untrained or un."

i authorized persons cannot handle them. Otherwise, it soon will

DQ {~q f_ g be found that the meters have been left on, running down the bat-'

0.% t teries, or have been dropped on the floor or otherwise knocked out,

; - '* 9 I.
{:

of calibration. At least once a week the battery voltage and instru.
? ment response should be checked. This may be done in some in.

struments by simply turning them on and then turning to a battery
^-

.

i check switch position, in other instruments the battery voltage- "

y -

must be checked with a volt ohm meter according to manufacturers''

;6 i instructions.
.4 t instrument response is determhed with a check source. This--

- _4 is a radioactive source on which the detecting element of the meter
r;; k is placed and from which a certain meter reading should be obtained.

f it is important to make this check under geometric conditions thatE

, .

j are reproducible. A jig to hold the source and detector always
. se ; in the same geometry may be helpful. At the time of the check a
'. j visual inspection of pertinent mechanical and electrical elements

( , _ ;_ ___ _ m_ ? should also be made. If either the battery voltage is low or the re-c -

~

sponse of the instrument difTers by more than 20 percent from;,

y the previously determined correct check source reading, the bat-

w
, A.

.? .,

= .

_ ,,.:_

. _ _ __

"'. ' _ _ --
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deation emergencies as recommended b,v f k.ervency Services, x '

,

h+
he made large enough to encompass

h,Fig.3.6. Fire fighter being monisored on leanng the hot :ane. Norier
loose radioactive materials. Even the bags for contaminated material. (From the Unnersit) of California

irFe at first it can always be reduced Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, and U.S. Energy Research and De-
ed and as the contamination picture velopment Administration) i
the i 'ermediate zone is immaterial
iom. These operations include treat. should be sealed in plastic bags for subsequent decenmination - t
ersonnel, stockpiling and transferring or disposal ;
ing apparatus bottles, etc.
and equipment entering the hot zone g j .j

t
xen checked for contamination and in normal fire fighting, ventilation is usually the rule. This f 3A good procedure is to monitor permits easier access to the seat of the fire and reduces the chances '

eaving the hot' zone and repeat the of a back draft. The reverse is true when fig'.tir.; fires involving j
hate zone is left for the cold zone radioactive materials. The cardinal rule is use as little ventilation i
ent that cannot be decontaminated as safely possible. The aim here is to keep the potentially con- '

'

!
,

4!
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w . .- ] | taminated smoke inside the facility, preventing as much as pos-'y. .;
-A ^ir ? * f sible its spread to the outside environment. Naturally, a certain

!T.+' f,f%,Z; j ,'
and to permit quick access to the seat of the fire, but this ventila-

J amount of ventilation may be necessary to prevent back draftsf' , M. * b
jJ N.? Igh!{: .

~ f .','
. . ., _

tion should be kept to an absolute minimum. Once the fire is
q V. ' )

M-Q|-f@|%)f,i[m ,_
knocked down, the ventilation activities can cease and the facility

j; $ 7_5 # should be closed up to keep any airborne contamination inside.
. .a . . 2 .

N .M t .MZT. .",*.3, . Ventilation SystemsU., a .R;- m.g . , m . :

b. ' Dh h There is always the question of what to do about ventilation sys-
L. . :-.% tems - shut them down, or leave them running. The answer depends^@ n . i Mg5'fet.t4 M ig; q + W ,g.g y ,

EQ4 on the type of system anti how much fire damage it has sustained.
-

k.e.DyN! E E% (See Chapter 4 for additional information on ventilation systems.)
.. . . ,

k y/ dd*:q om gi; V- e e ,w. w p n

9; ;M .$NIDMNJ '$ Recirculating systems / A recirculating ventilating system may be
. "F7

Qnj8L ggQ%$widtjN "$
pumping smoke throughout the facility, if so, shut the system

. M.,r3a . v . c e. c.be -~~$ E: r ; down immediately. The smoked up areas should be checked fort
possible smoke mhalation victims. Some recirculating systems cang ::: .

JP!hs QN ,.
.

[j[|%
4 be switched to the " exhaust only" moce. These systems can be used

7 ' .- %)t g e to exhaust the smoke to the outside; however, try to be sure the

[Il exhausted smoke is not contaminated with radioactive materials.( L w-

} - d gj Some of these systems are equipped with filter banks that collect
q!

g 1 d the particulate radioactive materials. A filtered system operating? J4

i~ M 5]{5 in the " exhaust only" mo& should be handled the same as the'

,

i.k PT "once through" system described below (see Figure 5.7),5
. NA k [. Some recircolating systems are equipped with extinguishing sys-b
#ff# 6% . tems installed to protect the filter banks from fire. Others have

'

I{ .i$ smoke wash down (scrubber) systems. Verify that these systemsfu t

I; M,c .mY *
il are functioning properly. A hose line may be needed to protect

$ ,[ ({ the fdter bank if the fire extends through the ducts to the filter bank.
j 3 7

If the fire doesn't involve the radioactive materials the " exhaust
i i t only" mode can be safely used,
s M *

4
Once through systems (general and local): These systems have

. ,,

; filters that orevent particulate radioactive materials from escaping*

i 2 dr to the outside environment. The general rule is to leave the ventila-
g 7" tion on so long as it is filtering out the radioactive materials. This

'

t

5 'M%{jj - !;. maintains the negative pressure with respect to the outside. How-g
7 ever, the high efliciency filters used in these installations usually clog7

s w.s : n
. ,:y a .
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ILICENSEE'S EXHIBIT 20, Attachment F '

Alphe Radiation

Alpha particles do not present a penetration hazard to '

humans. These particles can be stopped by a piece of paper or a
,

layer of air a few inches thick. Even though alpha particles can be
easily stopped from penetration, they still present a high hazard
to humans if they are ingested, inhaled orenter the body through -
an open wound or sore. To combat alpha radiation hazards a

~

firefighter should be clothed in full protective gear including
. Alpha particles are difficult positive pressure breathing apparatus. Under no conditions

to detect should a firefighter smoke, drink or eat until he has been-
completely decontaminated aRercontact with any possible alpha
radiation sources. It should also be noted that alpha radiation is
the most difficult to detect. A special alpha survey meter must be -
used within a very close range (within 1/2 inch ofcontaminated
area) in order to detect alpha particle presence. If there is a
possibility that alpha radiation exists within the incident scene,
all precautions should be taken to prevent the spread of alpha
contamination. Alpha radiation is commonly found in elements
such as plutonium, uranium and cesium.

Beta Radiation
Beta particles have a greater penetrating range than alpha

particles, but are less hazardous to the. human body. Beta '

y

radiation can easily be s|'ielded by a thin sheet of metal and/or
moderate distance. Firefighters should always be in full (!

.

protective clothing including positive pressure self contained
breathing apparatus when dealing with any possible radiation
hazard. Beta radiation is easier to detect than alpha radiation and
is commonly found in most radioactive materials.

Gamma Radiation

Gamma radiation is the most difficult form of radiation to
shield. Gamma rays can easily penetrate any material-with the
extent of penetration depending on the strength of the gamma
source, the distance from the material and the density of the
material (Figure 9 25). The greater the density, the less the:

Gamma rays are difficult penetration. A firefighter may encounter gamma radiation
- to shleId sources in hospitals, industrial plants, military operations,

nuclear power plants, mining sites, aircraR hangers and all forms
of transportation. For further -information on locations. of

|
. radioactive source storage in your area, contact the state health .
department or the nearest regional Nuclear Regulatory
Commission ollice.

X Rays

X Ray machines present little or no hazard to the tirerighter
as long as the machine's electrical power is shut otT. X Rays are
considered .u powerful as gamma rays and 4hould be con ndered
in imn'i din *r h e ird if the m.ichino is thund to E, n opor a mn.,

182
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FIRE FIGHTING
Fire should be extinguished with as little water or

extinguishing agent as possible. It should be pointed out that this
restriction is designed to lessen runorT water, which can spread
radioactive materials, rather than for reasons of critical danger.
Water runoff can be controlled by dams, dikes or a channel into a
retention tank or reservoir. In some cases the runofT can be
diluted by flushing with hose streams. However, dilution g'_

operations should be under the direction of radiation experts who
. can determine the safe levels ofdilution.

Fire fighting ventilation should be kept to an absolute
minimum. Some ventilation may be necessary to prevent
explosions or to channel heat and smche out of a building. Under -

certain conditions, it may be appropriate to shut down the
, ventilation systems to limit the spread of contaminants; in other

situations, it is best to leave them on. This decision depends on the
, type- of ventilation, the extent of the fire and many ' other

variables. For " local" ventilation, the system should be lefl on as
long as the filter has not been destroyed since it tends to keep the
radioactive materials in the enclosure. However, if the filter has
been destroyed or is inefTective for some other reason, the system
should be shut oft because it will spread radioactive materials
outside the building. If the ventilation is the "once through" type

f-, the same criteria apply. However, in the case of recirculating
systems it is important that they be shut down immediately if
there has been a spill of radioactive materials. If the system is left
operating, the chances of spreading contamination throughout
the building . ire very high. ~

%Aller the tire is extinguished, all openmes to the
contaminated trea should be 4ealed otT. Doors .irui a :n i.,x 4
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